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Dear Friends,

As I write these words, the first 
vestiges of spring are visiting Slippery 
Rock University…and none to soon I might 
add. Like much of the country, we’ve had 
a bitterly cold winter with enough snow 
and ice to make us grumble, and yes, 
even cancel evening classes. The first 
60-degree temperatures not only brought 
out the requisite Frisbees, footballs 
and flip-flops, but also elicited almost a 
collective sigh from the community with 
its promise of even greater days to come. 

Since the beginning of the semester, 
I have spent a good deal of time on the road visiting current and 
potential international partners, recruiting students and connecting 
with alumni. I found the experience incredibly invigorating.

A whirlwind 12-day initiative took me to Sri Lanka and Vietnam 
for meetings with SRU partners at the University of Peradeniya and 
American National College; and meetings with potential partners, 
including the American College of Higher Education, Sri Lanka 
Institute of Information Technology, National School of Business 
Management, Gateway Graduate School, and the Graduate Institute 
of Science and Management. While in country, I participated in a two-
city, five-day education expo during which I had the opportunity to 
directly interact with potential students.

In addition to partnership and recruiting activities, I also had the 
opportunity to visit with several international alumni, among them 
Eric Wikramanayake, the 2014 Outstanding International Student 
Alumni Award winner and currently a conservation biologist/
co-principal investigator with the Elephant Research Project in  
Sri Lanka.

Eric was generous in sharing how his SRU experience helped shape 
his career and success in life, and how the Slippery Rock family 
embraced him and made him feel welcome.

My travels also took me to Florida where we crisscrossed the 
state engaging with more than 225 alumni living in The Sunshine 
State. In conversations wherever we went, these alumni – some 
at the beginning of their careers, others enjoying well-earned 
retirements – shared a common message of how SRU made a 
singular difference in their lives. 

To witness the excitement of University leaders in Sri Lanka and 
Vietnam, and the interest our alumni, at home and abroad, have for 
SRU and their commitment to help the University to be the best it can 
be, was most gratifying.

Thank you your continued support of SRU. I am so proud to serve 
you as president of this great University.

In this edition of The Rock magazine you’ll read a sampling of the 
wonderful things our students, faculty, staff and alumni are doing to 
wave the SRU banner. I hope you enjoy their stories and continue to 
share your SRU success story with others and us.

    Cordially,

    Cheryl Norton, president
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Regular followers of The ROCK will notice something different this 
edition – it has a more contemporary look and a new type font and 
size that is easier to read. Sandy Busch, our award-winning graphic 
communication director for the Office of Communication and Public 
Affairs, is the architect behind the redesign. Working long hours 
on her MAC, she incorporated reader feedback and industry “best 
practices” to create a magazine that utilizes more colorful elements 
and an edgier vibe. 

Articles shed light on University accomplishments that may not 
be familiar. Thanks to land-use policies and the creation of wildlife 
sanctuaries, the 650-acre campus has become a safe haven for animals, 
including albino deer, herons and even coyotes. You will read about the 
benefits of closer ties between people and animals.

Your inner child will appreciate hearing from comic book junkie 
Don Kerchis, assistant professor of political science. He has been 
collecting Spiderman comics since childhood and discusses their 
importance to life today.

Also profiled is baseball superstar Matt Adams, the former SRU 
baseball standout whose professional accomplishments include a World 
Series ring.

As always, I thank you for your feedback on The ROCK.
Gordon Ovenshine, ’88

Editor, The ROCK
gordon.ovenshine@sru.edu
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Students, faculty, alumni 
outreach worldwide

Vietnam, Liberia, Jamaica and many 
domestic cities had something in common 
this winter – SRU students were in town to 
volunteer doing a variety of tasks. Students, 
faculty and alumni criss crossed the globe 
providing medical relief, education and 
community service. 

Four doctor of physical therapy students 
and one faculty member provided therapy 
in Vietnamese clinics to adults and children 
suffering defects from Agent Orange. Barbara 
Billek-Sawhney, SRU professor School of 

Physical Therapy, led 
the trip. Participating 
students were Evan 
Andeyo of Butler, 
Jamie Fiorina of 
Cranberry, Aubrie 
Luckenbaugh of 
York and Lewis Tyler 
Savisky of Oakdale.

More than 
100 students 
participated in SRU’s 
annual CareBreak 
program, completing 
community service 
in Florida, Mississippi 
and Georgia. 

Trisha Wright, a 
’98 athletic training 
graduate, worked 
as a night nurse 
for seven weeks in 
Liberia, Africa. Wright, 
a prison nurse in 
McKean, provided 
health care for those 
who were at risk for 
and those who tested 
positive for Ebola.  

Four music education majors taught music to 
students in New Mexico. 

Kathleen Melago, SRU assistant music 
professor, organized the trip as part of a 
new course she developed, “Field Experience 
Immersion in Music.” 

Sixteen students tutored students in 
Petersfield, Jamaica, and completed light 
construction work at the local community 
center.

Seven students laid bricks and painted 
houses and buildings in Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

Nine students volunteered in Atlanta 
helping local organizations there, including 
working at soup kitchens, inner-city schools 
and after-school programs that needed 
additional staffing.

BYTESrock

Student melting pot
More than 30 new 

international students 
enrolled spring semester, 
including SRU’s first group of 
undergraduates from China’s 
Nanjing University. 

Students hail from 
Australia, Scotland, Serbia, 
Eritrea and Sri Lanka, where 
SRU administrators recently 
visited to explore further 
exchanges. Students signed 
up for meal plans, student 
IDs and to share housing with 
American-born students in 
residence halls. 

They even posed for a cell 
phone “selfie” in the Smith 
Student Center Theater.

‘Friendship 9’ professor stands for civil rights 
Alumni might remember Thomas Gaither, the retired biology professor who taught from 1967-

2007, as a great teacher but not be aware of his role in the Civil Rights movement. Gaither, who still 
lives in the area, made national news as one of the “Friendship 9” group of men who defied racial 
segregation laws in 1961 by staging a sit-in at a whites-only lunch counter in Rock Hill, S.C.

A South Carolina judge overturned the group’s trespassing convictions earlier this year, 
prompting widespread media coverage. Gaither told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, “I am grateful it’s 
no longer part of my record. It’s not why we did what we did, but it shows we’ve made progress.”

Renovated library stacks up
A major renovation to Bailey Library is taking shape, with a new entrance and movable 

bookshelves, motion-detector lights and more open space on the third floor. 
“The goal is to have an inviting place for students to come for research, make use of the library 

resources, study and prepare for class. We always keep that in mind,” said Brad Wilson, interim 
associate provost for transformational experiences. 

“We hope to combine the circulation area with resource sharing services – what is often 
referred to as, Interlibrary Loan,’” he said. “We are trying to put together areas that function 
together in the same location.”

The library has more than 500,000 items in its collection. A 2012 renovation reconfigured the 
first floor to provide a better learning environment and added contemporary furniture. 

SRU
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Students give  
SRU high 
satisfaction marks 

Good to exceptional is  
how students rate their  
SRU experience, according 
to a new MAP-Works 
satisfaction survey.

The survey involved 1,468 
students in the first-year 
cohort. Questions covered 
their decision to enroll, 
academics, access to clubs 
and activities, diversity and 
housing.

SRU students reported they 
most liked “freedom of being 
on your own, transitioning 
to adulthood;” “the wide 
variety of organizations;” 
“the opportunity to get 
involved;” “classes, ability 
to choose courses,” 
“challenging courses, 

Time capsule commemorates 
125th Anniversary

A time capsule in honor of SRU’s 125th 
Anniversary celebration in 2014 has been put 
on permanent display on the second floor 
of the Smith Student Center. Stocked with 
memorabilia from the yearlong celebration 
of its quasquicentennial, the time capsule will 
be opened on the occasion of the University’s 
sesquicentennial in 2039. 

The capsule includes a letter from SRU 
SGA President Katie Hill, a copy of The 
Rocket student newspaper, brochures from 
programs throughout the year and several 
event t-shirts including one celebrating 
SRU’s return to play football at Michigan 
Stadium in Ann Arbor, Mich. The game, 
which The Rock lost to Mercyhurst, marked 
the 35th anniversary of SRU’s first visit to 
“The Big House” during which they helped 
set the Division II attendance record that 
still stands.

University receives 
top 150-business 
journal ranking

American City Business 
Journals, parent of the 
Pittsburgh Business Times, 
has ranked SRU among the 
top 150 public colleges and 
universities in the U.S. 

The list was released 
following a study that 
examined 484, four-year 
public colleges. The review 
covered 19 measures, 
including admissions 
processes, graduation 
rates and affordable tuition, 
among others.

SRU makes Green 
Metrics Top 100 List

SRU has been included 
in the worldwide Top 100 
List of the 2014 University 
of Indonesia Green Metrics 
World University rankings. 
SRU made the list at the 
No. 64 spot. Some 360 
universities from 62 countries 
competed in the worldwide 
program, compared to 301 
universities from 60 countries 
a year earlier.

Community 
service leadership 
recognized

SRU has been named to 
the 2014 President’s Higher 
Education Community Service 
Honor Roll by the Corporation 
for National and Community 
Service. The honor roll 
recognizes higher education 
institutions whose community 
service efforts achieve 
meaningful outcomes in their 
communities. The distinction is 
the highest federal recognition 
colleges and universities 
can receive for community 
service, service-learning and 
civic engagement.

Dance majors good enough for the movies
Twelve SRU dancers star in “Plow Plant Reap,” an experimental dance film that celebrates a 

community of women and was filmed locally.
Jennifer Keller, professor of dance, shot the footage as cinematographer.
Marti Renzi, a filmmaker who specializes in choreography for the camera, directed the movie. 

She has directed 75 films and partnered on video work with big-name companies such as Ben & 
Jerry’s Ice Cream. 

Keller and 12 students spent two days on the farm shooting footage that Renzi edited into the 
completed film. 

critical-thinking forums;” 
“campus community, helpful 
professors;” and “living on 
campus, easy to talk with 
people and make friends.”

On the social media side, 
68 percent said they use 
social media one or more 
hours per day. Students 
reported up to 30 percent 
of their text messages 
relate to academic matters, 
including texting peers, 
faculty and others about 
course work or group work.

SRU

SAFETY FIRST: (From left) Pam Miller, SRU 
management technician in human resources, 
and Cheryl Norton, SRU president, work on 
a fingerprint scan for Norton. All University 
employees are being required to go through 
FBI records and child abuse clearance 
criminal background checks. The program 
works to protect minors on campus.
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Mark Young, ’80, 
mortgage banker

HOME:  
Chester, N.J.
 
PROFESSION:  
I founded American Federal Mortgage in 
1987. It is a mortgage banking operation 
that is licensed in nine states.
 
HOBBIES:  
Golfing, coaching and reading.
 
GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT:  
My four children.
 
WHY I GIVE:
I was fortunate to receive a quality 
education from Slippery Rock University. 
Many of the skills I learned and challenges 
I faced while there helped prepare me for 
future challenges. I have been impressed 
watching the University grow and flourish 
over the years. The Rock has certainly 
not stood still in its pursuit of becoming 
a top University.  Most importantly, at 
a time when college education is priced 
out of reach for many students, I support 
schools like Slippery Rock University that 
offer a quality college education at an 
affordable price. I was fortunate to get 
my start at Slippery Rock University and 
want to offer other deserving students 
the same opportunity. I created the Mark 
T. Young Endowed Scholarship in 2012. 

Rock baseball, New York 
Yankees make double play

It’s one of the greatest Rock sports stories 
rarely told – New York Yankees pitcher 
James Robert “Bob” Shawkey pitched for the 
Slippery Rock State Normal School baseball 
team before joining the Yankees from 
1915-1927.

University archives in Bailey Library 
provided research 
relief when baseball 
biographer Steve Rice 
inquired about the 
right-hander for an 
online biography he 
was writing of the 
star pitcher. Shawkey 
pitched for Miller 
Huggins, whom he 
later succeeded as 

manager of the Yankees.
In 1923, Huggins named Shawkey 

to pitch the first game ever played at 
Yankees Stadium. In 1976, he threw out 
the ceremonial first ball at the renovated 
Yankees Stadium.

Upon returning from a year of naval service 
following WWI, he was nicknamed ‘Bob the 
Gob,’ and 
helped the 
Yankees win 
their first 
pennant in 
1921. He 
pitched in 
five World 
Series.

The 
biography 
notes Shawkey played with 
Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and other “Murderers’ 
Row” players on the 1927 Yankees team, 
considered by some baseball historians as 
the best in history. 

Physician’s assistant  
building in works

Progress continues in the efforts of the 
Slippery Rock University Foundation Inc. 
to complete the purchase of the former 
Har-Mer Elementary School building in 
Harrisville to headquarter a new master of 
science in physician assistant studies program. 

Physician assistants deliver wellness exams, 
along with acute, chronic and urgent care. They 
diagnose, treat and prescribe medicine.

The Slippery Rock Area School District, 
which owns the school, closed the building 
more than a year ago due to declining 
enrollment. The building is 10 minutes from 
main campus.

Wilson heads new Office of 
Transformational Experiences 

Brad Wilson, former SRU philosophy 
professor and Honors Program director, has 
been appointed interim associate provost 
of the new Office of Transformational 
Experiences. 

The Office was created as a result of a 
merger of Academic and Student Affairs. 
Wilson is working with academic affairs 
faculty and staff to bring new ideas that 
will better integrate campus activities and 
programs with students’ academics.

“My goal is to create projects, programs 
and opportunities for students that may truly 
change lives,” Wilson said. 

Offices reporting to Wilson include the 
Honors Program, Bailey Library, 
Student Development, Global 
Engagement, Center for 
Excellence in Teaching and 
Educational Technology, 
Distinguished 
Scholarships, Career 
Education and 
Development and 
Undergraduate 
Research. 

HONORING VOLUNTEERS: (From left) Thomas 
Breth, chair of the SRU Council of Trustees, 
presented Certificates of Appreciation to four 
student-volunteer firefighters and emergency 
medical technicians on behalf of the trustees at 
their March meeting. Ryan Satira, a parks and 
recreation major from Irwin who serves as a 
Slippery Rock EMT, Jessica Beatty, a public health 
major from Enon Valley, Brandon Dishler, a safety 
management major from Rochester, and Connor 
Mayes, a parks and recreation major from Mill Hall, 
all volunteer with the Slippery Rock Volunteer Fire 
Company and Rescue Team. 
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By the Numbers

26
Students selected for the Spring 2015 cohort for the Ed.D. 
in Special Education. Due to a competitive applicant pool 
and interest in the program, a second cohort was added for 
Spring 2016.

91
Percentage of athletic training graduates who pass the 
national certification exam the first time. The national pass 
rate average for undergraduate programs is 78 percent.

117
International students currently on campus. This includes: 
nine in ESL; 24 in joint hospitality/ESL; 13 exchange students; 
five sponsored students; and 66 degree seeking students.

415
First-year students participating in the First-Year Leader 
Scholar Program (FLSP).

600
Educational programs offered by Residential Education 
during the fall 2014 semester.

4,000
Students participating in the SRU Compass Leadership 
Program.

30,015
Number of volunteer hours students performed during the last 
year. Students worked with more than 27 non-profit agencies. 
The Corporation for National and Community Service esti-
mates the value of this service to be $658,529.10.

728,757
Dollar value of 17 grants received by the Office of Grants, 
Research and Sponsored Programs for the period of Oct. 1, 
2014 through Feb. 28, 2015. 

1,838,273
Value of gifts received for Fiscal-Year 2014-15 as of Dec. 31, 
2014. This reflects a 46.93 percent increase compared to the 
previous year.

25,649,836
Dollar value of the endowment, which represents the com-
bined totals of the SRU Foundation, Inc. and SRU Alumni 
Association endowments.

148,254,803
Total assets of the SRU Foundation, Inc. including tradi-
tional operations and the Residence Suites. Assets for 
traditional operations totaled $30,976.255 
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EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

Print, online Rocket 
captures awards

The Rocket student 
newspaper won eight awards 
in the 2015 Student Keystone 
Press Awards program 
sponsored by the Pennsylvania 
New Media Association. Four 
were first place awards.

The Online Rocket (www.
theonlinerocket.com) won eight 
awards from the Columbia 
Scholarship Press Association. 
The online news source 
was honored in the editors, 
photographers and digital 
categories.

BUDGET SPOTLIGHT: (from left) Katie Hill, an education major from Stow, Ohio, and Student 
Government Association president, Frank Brogan, chancellor of the State System of Higher 
Education, and John Anderson, president of Millersville University, testified before the 
Pennsylvania House of Representatives and Senate appropriation committees in Harrisburg. 
Hill, this year’s homecoming queen, graduates in May.

SRU plans analytics  
master’s program 

SRU’s proposed masters of science in data 
analytics program would prepare graduates 
for the growing field of big data analytics. 
Students would learn data analysis methods, 
predictive modeling and data security.

The SRU Council of Trustees voted to 
forward the program proposal to the 
Pennsylvania State System of Higher 
Education board of governors for approval. 

“This is a program that is well-researched 
and prepared by our mathematics 
department, part of the College of Health, 
Environment and Science, and certainly is both 
a growing profession today – and tomorrow,” 
said Philip Way, provost and vice president for 
academic and student affairs.

Remembering a titan
Herman Boone, the Virginia football coach 

whose life story inspired the Hollywood 
movie “Remember the Titans,” met with SRU 
football players before sharing his story for a 
campus audience of several hundred. He was 
the kickoff speaker for Black History Month. 
(Photo by Alex Mowrey, a communication 
major from San Diego, Calif.) 

University recycles  
1 million pounds of metal

It may be dirty, but recycling scrap 
metal is profitable. SRU recently reached a 
recycling milestone by salvaging 1 million 
pounds of scrap metal since 2000. Old 
pipes, copper tubing, brass and steel 
fixtures were sold at a scrap yard for 
$130,474, which was then used to purchase 
lawn mowers and other equipment for 
campus maintenance. 

The recycling also avoided $20,000 in 
landfill costs, illustrating SRU’s sustainability 
skill in combining environmental and 
economic policy. 

“These accomplishments are part of 
the overall University mission of reducing 
greenhouse gases,” said Joel Brown, SRU 
fire and safety manager for the Office of 
Environmental Health and Safety. 

Al Schmelzer, SRU equipment operator  
B for facilities and planning, heads the 
metal recycling program. He separates 
metals from furniture and old heating units 
for resale.
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Fantasy
Reimagining cartography 
SRU mapmaker finds his voice in 
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Fantasy
Reimagining cartography 
SRU mapmaker finds his voice in 

Imagine Slippery Rock University interpreted through the eyes of 
“The Lord of the Rings” author J.R.R. Tolkien, where dragons inhabit 
the land and a sea creature pokes its head out of East Lake for a 
glimpse of a castle fortress occupied by students.

On paper, the magical world exists, created by Tolkien-enthusiast Stentor 
Danielson, SRU assistant professor of geography, geology and the environment.

As a hobby and side gig, Danielson illustrates, posts and sells paper cutout maps 
and fantasy maps depicting cities in a fantasy style, inspired by Tolkien’s imaginary 
lands and cultures in “The Lord of the Rings” and “The Hobbit.” 

With more than 800 maps ordered from exposure on i09, a science fiction blog, 
and full-time teaching responsibilities, Danielson still found time to hand sketch 
a campus map for The ROCK called “The Domain of Slippery Rock in the Realm of 
Pennsylvania.” 

Squint at the map with a pair of wistful eyes, and it reveals far more than shapes 
on a grid of latitude and longitude.

“Forested areas were drawn as little groves of trees. Each of the buildings is 
shown as some sort of a castle, and there are some dragons prowling around 
outside,” he said.

Stentor Danielson, assistant professor of geography, 
geology and the environment, joined SRU in 2009.  
To see examples of his maps, visit:  
www.etsy.com/shop/Mapsburgh

    9 
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Danielson, who teaches cultural geography and environmental 
ethics, is bringing artistry into cartography through his work.  
It is his dream project, and he pours everything he has into  
it, convinced that maps can resonate with something more 
than navigation. 

Mapmaker, mapmaker,  
make me a map

Danielson said he became interested in geography and began 
mapping whimsical cities after reading “The Lord of the Rings” in 
third grade. 

“I was fascinated by the map in the front of the book that Tolkien 
drew,” he said. “I started drawing maps like that, that I had invented. 
I kept with it all through elementary, junior high and high school and 
then on to college. I decided geography was going to be my major even 
before I entered college.”

Danielson said his first geography lesson occurred at home, when his 
parents told him his aunt served as a missionary in Australia. 

“Because my parents thought it would be a simpler way to explain 
it, they said she was in Australia,” he said. “I started asking them which 
of the Australia states she was in. I looked at the maps. She wasn’t in 
Australia, she was actually in the next country over, Indonesia.” 

Danielson said maps captivate him because they display a visual 
snapshot of places. He knows a lot about places, landscapes, cultures 
and the ethics of preservation. With a doctorate in geography from 
Clark University, Danielson’s research centers on human-environment 
interactions related to culture and especially wildfire management. 

“You look at a map and you start to envision what different places 
are like without even going there,” Danielson said.

Path to future
The modern cartographer blends sources. The information needed 

for a map resides in databases. To create his maps, Danielson said he 
researches maps online and puts the information together in a final 
product, often customized for the client. Each layer includes a different 
set of information: cities, infrastructure, buildings, coastlines, hills 
and nature sanctuaries. Special-order maps with specified locations 
are many. An engaged Austin, Texas, couple wanted coffee shops and 
museums drawn to provide a headlight flash on everyplace they had 
gone on a date. 

“The maps are a piece of art, and it’s a way for people to connect with 
their place,” Danielson said. “Some people might like an airport right 
there, or their house. I get a lot of requests to customize maps, such as 
adding a marker where the person lives. Some people want their house 
as a castle. I get a lot of people who want their house represented as a 
hobbit hole.”

One of the map myths, Danielson said, is that they depict “unfiltered 
truth” about a location. Encapsulating a city the size of Pittsburgh, let 
alone the U.S. or a fantasy world, requires selectivity. The finished 
product is subjective in the sense that the cartographer picks and 
chooses what fundamentals to show and how to accentuate elements.

The process is like flat-screen topiary: The cartographer defines the 
result through the use of geometric and fanciful shapes. 

“Mapmakers have to decide what features go into a map and what 
impression the choice of colors leaves you with,” Danielson said. “There 
is a lot of science and a lot of art to it.”

10    
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Hands-on 
The hand-drawn method enabled Danielson to develop a personal 

style to his work. While each map includes different landmarks, 
they flourish with the same technique, the same way a viewer could 
recognize Norman Rockwell’s painting style in different works.

Danielson said he produces two types of maps – paper cut out street 
maps and fantasy maps based on real locations, such as his SRU map. 

To make a true-to-life, cutout map of, say, Pittsburgh, he downloads 
a map showing Pittsburgh streets and prints it onto cardstock. Working 
by hand, he cuts out streets so that he ends up with a lace-work that he 
frames against a brightly colored background. The cartographic paper 
crafts are sold online and at the Robin’s Nest art gallery in Pittsburgh, 
which features works by local artists.

“I have always been a fan of maps, and when I saw Stentor’s unique 
version, I knew that I had to have one of his maps and that others would 
enjoy his work,” Robin Snyder, gallery owner, said. “Stentor’s maps are 
one of the most popular items in my shop.”

More than a dozen maps of Pittsburgh neighborhoods have sold.
“Maps show you the way but they also allow you to dream of the 

places you never been,” Snyder said. “They also are a measure of pride 
when you can show someone where you live on a map. People like the 
fact that geography is Stentor’s ‘bag’ and that he cuts the maps by hand 
on a single piece of paper.”

Danielson creates fantasy maps with pen-and-ink in the style that 
resembles maps in epic fantasy novels. Examples of well-known 
fantasy works with maps are the Earthsea series, the Wheel of Time 
series and the Thomas Covenant series. Details include clusters of 
houses, hills, mountains, airports, roads and parks.

“One of the things I found with doing the artistic maps is the focus is 
on making it something people will find cool to look at,” he said. “It’s not 
serving any navigation function.”

Maps sell for $10 for an 8 ½ by 11-inch print, $24 for a poster.
While he has not sold maps to a big-name client yet, he has received 

in inquiry from a famous fantasy author (name withheld until he seals 
the deal.) And he’s not above the dream of extending a fellowship of the 
ring to a blockbuster client.

“Barack Obama is into science fiction. He talks about ‘Star Wars’ and 
stuff. Maybe I’ll get an order from 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.,” he said. 
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&TECHNOLGYArt
SRU students use high-tech tools 
to express creativity
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In an era when much of higher education 
is talking about science, technology, 
engineering and math, the fine arts 
often get lost in the discussion. Not so 
at Slippery Rock University, where an 
art program embraces tradition and 
technology to enable students to expand 
modes of expression.

TECHNOLGY
The American poet Walt Whitman said no photographs of U.S. 

President Abraham Lincoln captured the deep, though subtle and 
indirect, expression of the man’s face. “There is something else there. 
One of the great portrait painters of two or three centuries ago is 
needed,” he said. 

Sometimes the tried and true is what you need; other times it is 
not. While portraiture has existed for millennia, contemporary artists 
wield blended techniques for applying pigment to the canvas of life in 
ways the great masters couldn’t imagine. In the digital world, you don’t 
even have to use traditional paints, canvas or even brushes. Working 
in software such as Photoshop or Illustrator, the artist can select 
numerous digital brushes, colors and textures to produce a painting, 
which can then be produced on a variety of materials by any number 
of sophisticated printers. 

“Human beings have always had an instinctual desire to apply paint 
to a surface, beginning with the prehistoric cave paintings in France 
and Spain,” said Kurt Pitluga, SRU assistant art professor. “This 
desire continues today. What has changed is how the artist perceives 
the painted surface. Essentially today a painting is whatever the 
artist says it is.”

SRU’s art department provides a technology-infused education 
for exploring the latest trends and techniques in new and mixed 
media . Mixed media refers to a work of visual art that combines 
traditionally distinct mediums. The art department, accredited by 
the National Association of Schools of Art, employs professors 
who teach and exhibit computer-generated work, hybrid paintings, 
ceramics and sculptures. 
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Eyebeam art
The world is diverse and complex. Choosing just one approach can be restricting for artists. 

Guided by plugged-in faculty, students create amalgams such as a painting with a skateboard 
affixed to the canvas, a computer-designed landscape where snowflakes and people are 
animated or a video with sculptural or fiber-based elements. 

“The structure of the curriculum in the art department allows and encourages our 
students to freely move between different studio areas, to push and pull their understanding 
and ideas in a variety of different directions,” said Jon Shumway, SRU art professor and 
department chair. 

SRU’s curriculum discards the pigeonhole education method, which pushed students into  
one genre. 

“At many schools, the structure of the curriculum is such that a student is channeled 
into a particular area – I am a painter; I am a sculptor,” Shumway said. “Our students are not 
channeled into that direction. They are allowed to and encouraged to experience a broad 
range of things.”

“As students progress, they do naturally gravitate to a 
particular area,” Shumway said. “Over the last eight to 10 years, we 
have recognized in an increasing number of our students’ senior 
projects that they are pursuing mixed media and interdisciplinary 
approaches.” 

Mixed media art developed largely in the 20th century as 
postmodern artists began to bend the rules of traditional 
“high arts” such as painting and sculpture. Technology pushes 
boundaries further, he said.

“The purpose of art has transformed over time within the 
culture and society it serves,” Shumway said. “The concerns of art 
and its use as a mode of expression have been ever present, but 
the tools allow us to do things in different ways.”

SRU offers nine studio areas for the creative arts.
“Students use media, techniques and tools from several studio 

areas to find personal and unique ways to articulate their ideas,” 
said June Edwards, associate art professor. “The content can range 
from traditional subject matter to an exploration of abstract visual 
effects achieved by the use of mixed or repurposed media. Many 
students focus on specific issues or informational subject matter. They select traditional, 
digital or a combination of media as they explore the best way to represent their ideas.”

Digital artist
December art graduate Chelsea Burton said she spent a year and a half “living out of the 

art department studios.” She studied photography, three-dimensional art and fibers but 
gravitated toward the computer-oriented studios.

“As a digital artist and focused graphic designer, technology has always been a part of 
my work, my passions and my life,” she said. “I honestly believe given the generation I am a 

“ The structure of the 
curriculum in the art 
department allows 
and encourages our 
students to freely 
move between 
different studio areas, 
to push and pull their 
understanding and 
ideas in a variety of 
different directions.”

 – Jon Shumway, 
SRU art professor
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part of, that technology never seems too foreign. There is always something new, exciting and 
encouraging for the artist seeking greater possibilities.”

Burton said she took “Photography Studio” four times and “Digital Media Studio” twice. 
Professors challenged her to develop a signature panache that took three-dimensional styles, 
textures and colors created in the fibers studio, and then she translated her flair digitally.

“Technology allows me to get clean results that I struggle with obtaining in most other 
mediums,” Burton said. “My senior exhibition, Royalty, was a collection of digital art pieces 
that mimicked the idea of dripping paint from graffiti on brick walls. Although I love the look 
of physical paint dripping, I am an artist that needs a strong base in similarity, a recognizable 
repetition found in my pieces across the board – having access to digital brushes and stamps that 
will produce the exact same element every time it is used feeds this need.” 

Burton said she’s always wanted her work to be unrestricted. Having the ability to access a 
digital art file allows her to adapt a work to multiple forms. 

“With Royalty, I had at least three to four series of works started,” she said. “I would then take 
one of these pieces and digitally lay it out on the products I was planning to show, creating a two-

dimensional mock-up  – yet another great feat for technology. One 
digital work ended up being a poster print, a skate deck and a t-shirt  
   – even show cards, business cards, and stickers were developed 
from one digital work or another.”

Conceptual education
Another educational component of the art program is theory. 

In loosening conventions, modern technology is changing the 
historical philosophical concept. Take painting for example. 

“Most people would consider a painting an image created with 
paint on a flat surface, like the oil painting of Mona Lisa created 
by Leonardo da Vinci or a landscape created by the French 
Impressionist artist Claude Monet,” Pitluga said. “These examples 
essentially defined what a painting was until the development of art 
in the twentieth century.”

Prominent artists such as the late Robert Rauschenberg, an 
American painter and graphic illustrator, challenged the separation 
of painting and sculpture. He attached found objects onto the 
surface of the canvas in combination with painted images in what he 
called “combines.” 

Others have moved further into concept art. 
“The French artist, Yves Kline simply covered the surface of his canvas with uniform blue paint 

and claimed his spirit or aura was represented in the paint itself,” Pitluga said.
Aside from contextualizing art movements, professors give students guidance, 

encouragement and challenging feedback, Burton said. 
“Beyond the production of my work, I think the biggest surprise is the positive, accepting 

and welcoming response I received about a finished work,” she said. “My senior exhibition was 
certainly a strong demonstration of that. I had professors genuinely excited and supportive 
when I proposed my senior exhibition idea, and I couldn’t have been more grateful for that. It was 
an experience that ended a part of my life, but also opened up the start of something new, as I 
continue my digital work and the line of Royalty.”

ART PROJECTS: (clockwise) The student-made lizard was 
displayed during a campus exhibit; Chelsea Burton, '14, art, 
created the skateboard and T-shirt art, symmetrical sky and 
triangle images; Christine McMasters, '14 created the black  
and white; and Paula Lockwood of Digital Media Studio crafted 
the family picture. 

“ As a digital artist 
and focused graphic 
designer, technology 
has always been a 
part of my work, my 
passions and my life. I 
honestly believe given 
the generation I am a 
part of, that technology 
never seems too 
foreign. There is always 
something new, exciting 
and encouraging for the 
artist seeking greater 
possibilities.”

 – Chelsea Burton , '14
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Coyotes.
Native folklore depicts the animal as a trickster. Other cultures revere the species as 

a symbol of military might. The explorers Lewis and Clark first noted the jackal-eared 
creature in 1804 in what is now Chamberlain, South Dakota, and referred to it as a “prairie 
wolf.”

Historically associated with the open plains of the American southwest, the rarely 
threatening animal has extended its range and is regularly spotted in the Slippery Rock 
University area.

“I saw one while I was running,” said Jeffrey Smith, SRU assistant professor of physical 
and health education. “It crossed the road in front of me.”

Few things capture the imagination like natural beauty and friendly encounters between 
people and animals – a fact not lost on Slippery Rock University. 

SRU has designed a campus to build closer ties between people and animals, for 
education and enjoyment. Of the campus’ 531 contiguous acres, 266 acres – half of 
campus – has been assigned Bartramian Audubon Society Wildlife Sanctuary status.

Beyond the benefits of seeing wildlife on campus, the healthy coexistence with wildlife 
provides a complement to the thinking life and an indicator of habitat health and greening. 
Biodiversity is a barometer for environmental conditions locally. 

It’s a win-win situation, as evident by those who have spotted large buck, albino deer, 
cottontail rabbits, great blue heron, black snakes, turtles and America’s national bird on 
campus.

“I have come across all manner of critters in the wooded areas that are owned by the 
University,” Smith said. 

“While teaching classes, I have seen pileated woodpeckers, black snakes, deer, including 
a very large buck, as well as a couple of albino deer,” he said. “A few summers ago, while 
hiking at the Wolf Creek property with my then five-year old daughter, she pointed out that 
a large black bird had just landed on a tree branch above us. It turned out to be a mature 
bald eagle.”

Christine Glenn, an SRU hospitality, event management and tourism instructor who 
leads campus wetland remediation, recalled, “I was walking along a campus trail with a 
friend. Right as we approached the top of the ski hill, the air was filled with glimpses of 
golden light. It was a family of golden-shafted flickers that had taken off from the top of 
the ski hill and were gliding through the air. What a beautiful moment, I felt my mind clear 
of the daily weights of life. We at SRU are extremely lucky to have protected areas that are 
designated wildlife sanctuary.”

According to SRU’s Bartramian Audubon Society and Campus Sustainability Features 
maps, SRU owns a total of 635 acres, including the 32-acre Old Stone House and 42-acre 
Miller Forest tract along Wolf Creek. These parcels are not landlocked with main campus. 
The maps report 193 acres  – 36 percent of campus – is wooded/forest. 

Those with proximity to Slippery Rock University don’t have  
to go far to connect with wildlife. All they need to do is explore  
the forested areas of campus, hike the Bluebird Trail or climb  

the ski slope and surprises and educational opportunities await.

Sanctuarium 
animalia 
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Education through observation
There is a reason why SRU is buffered by natural reserves. The 

outdoors is one of the best learning environments, where teachable 
moments and healthy lifestyles are forged, said Jerry Chmielewski, 
biology professor and department chair.

“It’s one of those things, in a historical sense, that 
has been a draw for students,” he said. “If 

you’re setting is an urban campus, you’re 
not going on that walk and flushing 

turkeys or coming across a deer 
skull, or coming across a deer,”  

he said. “You can do that 
anytime on our property.” 

Chmielewski credited 
Gene Wilhelm, retired SRU 
geography professor, bird 
watcher and Commission on 
Sustainability member, with 
pressing for sanctuaries. He 

approached Robert Smith, 
former SRU president, about 

applying for protected status, 
which was approved.
Chmielewski, who specializes in plant 

biology, is a frequent campus outdoorsman 
and said he has seen a white doe deer in the 

woods, coyotes, turkeys behind the equestrian center and black bear 
walking into a wooded area.

He said the sanctuaries status allows nature to take its course with 
minimal interference from people. “What you want to do is you want 
nature to be the driver,” he said. “I’m a big fan of leaving it alone.”

Simon Beeching, SRU biology professor, said students use field sites 
on the Wolf Creek property for forest, plant and aquatic research. “We 
have been studying tuberllarium flatworm. We find great numbers in 
campus streams,” he said.

He said he has enjoyed many animal encounters.

“Three juvenile deer walked up to me once when I was practicing  
tai chi in the ski hill one summer afternoon, close enough to touch,”  
he said. “A red fox ran a circle around me once when he stumbled upon 
me up there in a Tai chi pose. Lots of resident red-tailed hawks can be 
seen hunting.”

It’s all interconnected 
Environmental pioneer John Muir said, “When one tugs at a single 

thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world.” That’s very 
applicable to SRU.

SRU’s Robert M. Macoskey Center for Sustainable Systems Education 
and Research actively works to protect and encourage wildlife 
growth, said Fran Byres, co-director and director of the McKeever 
Environmental Learning Center. 

A thrust of the environmental movement, he said, is countering the 
impact of “urban sprawl,” which displaces species by destroying their 
habitats. He said animals need unbroken areas, forests, fields and 
marshlands to thrive, which they find at Macoskey.

“Because land is getting broken 
up, it becomes an issue of 
where are all those animals 
going to?” he said. “That 
is where our sanctuaries 
come into play.”

A couple years ago, 
volunteers placed 10 
bluebird boxes on the 
property to encourage 
nesting and population 
growth.

“In both seasons, seven 
out of 10 boxes were used by 
bluebirds,” Bires said. “That’s 
a tremendous rate; it’s amazing. 
We are helping the bluebird.”

The Macoskey property offers  

“While our project focuses on the recreational 
impacts on the trails, we hope to bring 

awareness to the students about this great 
resource on campus and get them involved in 

the maintenance projects.”
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Equestrian, Bluebird and Green Frog trails accessible by students and 
the public. SRU maintains seven miles of trails.

Several trails run through wetland areas, which are transitional 
zones between water and land and therefore have a high level of 
biodiversity.

Trail users easily impact wetlands. By the simple act of skirting 
the mud, people widen the trail corridor over time and potentially 
impact habitats.

One key remediation technique is to keep water off the trail. 
Volunteers and environment students will remediate a wet section of 
trail on campus this semester. They will harden the trail tread and raise 
it above the wetland soil, so that hikers stay on the trail.

Yvette Bly, an SRU graduate student in the parks and resource 
management program, said she loves what SRU offers in terms of 
natural resources and takes full advantage. 

As an independent study for her master’s degree studies, Bly said 
she examined ways to design maintenance and upkeep projects on 
the trails west of Harmony Road, with awareness for the surrounding 
natural resources. She worked with professor Glenn. 

“We wanted the maintenance projects to be done properly with 
sustainability in mind, not only for the benefit of users but also the 
environment,” she said. “We compiled our findings with previous 
knowledge that Mrs. Glenn had – she has been working on the trails for 
some time and serves on the trail committee – about the needs of trail 
users and finally came up with a plan.” 

“While our project focuses on the recreational impacts on the trails, 
we hope to bring awareness to the students about this great resource 
on campus and get them involved in the maintenance projects,” she said.

SRU’s suitable habitat work helps animals and decreases the 
potential for negative wildlife-human interaction, said Will Taylor, a 

Wildlife sanctuaries include:
•  70.8 acre Macoskey Center Sanctuary including Bird  

and Butterfly Sanctuary
•  30.7 acre Branchton Road Sanctuary
•  23.7 acre Storm Harbor Equestrian Center Sanctuary
•  10 acres Wally Rose Ballpark Sanctuary
•  16 acres South Main Street Sanctuary

The Bartramian Audubon Society, representing Butler, 
Lawrence, Mercer and Venango counties, became an official 
chapter of the National Audubon Society in 1983. It works to 
preserve native plant and animal communities. The chapter also 
awards undergraduate student scholarships to SRU students 
studying environmental issues.

’94 Rock graduate and center manager for the state-owned Jennings 
Environmental Education Center located 10 miles from campus.

“The coyote population has skyrocketed. You would certainly have 
them on campus,” he said. “The same is true for black bear, they are 
becoming very common. That is the reason why it is imperative that 
landholders be willing to have Audubon sanctuaries.”

He agreed that the number one threat to wildlife is the fragmentation 
of land, saying people tend to think of animals as being stagnant but in 
reality many migrate in search of better habitats. 

“Anytime you have land that is connected and protected, you’re 
benefiting wildlife,” he said. 

SRU is such a landowner. Animals, and those who love them, would 
no doubt say thanks. 
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CONFESSIONS OF A

He’s a comic book junkie, a world traveler, a humorist, 
a reformed space cadet and a passionate educator at 
Slippery Rock University–and he (really) likes Spiderman.

Spiderman once said he wanted to meet golfer Tiger Woods because he thought 
it would be funny. If Donald Kerchis, SRU assistant political science professor, ever 
met Spiderman, his superhero hero, he would spin the web of funny. 

Kerchis, a comic book junkie since age 10, who has amassed a collection of more 
than 1,000 books, said comic books speak volumes about people, culture and the 
struggle between good and evil. They’re fun, but they’re also allegorical to real 
life and can be read on different levels. They complement today’s visual culture 
and contribute to the understanding of different worldviews, and   – and this is very 
important – they allow adults to get in touch with their inner child, he said.

“Don’t we all dream about having a secret identify? Comic books really offer a 
sense of escape or liberation,” he said. “When you’re having trouble in life, you can 
change your reality or you can escape from reality. Of course it’s much cheaper 
and much less time consuming to escape from it,” Kerchis said with a broad smile.
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Don’t we all dream about having a secret identify? 
Comic books really offer a sense of escape or 
liberation. When you’re having trouble in life, you can 
change your reality or you can escape from reality. 
Of course it’s much cheaper and much less time 
consuming to escape from it.

Regardless of which aliens threaten civilization, Kerchis said he likes Spiderman’s 
superpowers and “humanity” more than Superman, Batman, Flash Gordon, Wonder Woman 
or any of their rogue gallery of villains plotting to take over the world. 

“He’s a superhero, but he’s also like the rest of us in dealing with all kinds of problems,” 
Kerchis said. “Sometimes Spiderman has to go out and sling a few webs to clear his head, to 
go from skyscraper to skyscraper. We’ve all been there.” 

Tingling inner spider 
The same way consumers dub themselves Chevy or Ford people, Kerchis said comic book 

aficionados fall into two main camps, Marvel Comics, launched in 1961, and DC Comics, founded 
in 1934. 

“There is a distinct dichotomy between the Marvel and DC, like Superman and Batman are 
DC and Marvel is all the others,” he said. “I grew up with Spiderman, with TV show cartoons 
after school and so forth. I was 10 years old when I actually started to collect comic books.  
I would go to flea markets and roadside markets to find them.”

Over the years, Kerchis said he expanded his collection by paying attention to entertainment 
trends. When the original Star Wars movie was released in 1977, Marvel and DC capitalized on 
its popularity by publishing Star Wars comics. 
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History marvel
Comic books have been part of American culture for decades. 

Famous Funnies, the first modern comic book, was released in 1933 
and was a reprinting of earlier newspaper comic books. According 
to Wikipedia, the term comic book derives from the books being a 
compilation of newspaper funnies.

Action Comics appeared in 1938 and established the 8 1/2 by 9 inch 
format retained to this day. Thus began what comic book buffs call the 
silver age, including the appearance of cape-donning superheroes and 
the horror genre. This era lasted until the early 1970s, paving the way 
for Mad Magazine and other spinoffs.

The years since then have seen a surge in alternative comics with 
darker, issue-oriented themes such as youth counterculture, sex and 
mental illness. 

Superhero 
Kerchis said one of the aspects he admires about superhero 

characters are they put a face on the human side of issues 
and connect with young readers.

“Spiderman was the 
first super hero teenagers 
in particular could relate 
to because he was having 
problems at school, he was 
having problems at home, 
his parents had been killed,” 
Kerchis said. “Spiderman is able 
to vanquish diabolical, external 
enemies, but he can’t seem to 
beat some of his own internal 
problems or challenges.” 

As far back as the earliest 
book of the Bible, conflict between good and evil provided an allegory 
for life and doing the right thing. Comic book writers pin their plots to 
similar veins. 

“That gets into the whole thing that is attractive to some people, and 
to me. There is a lot of real, basic morality in comic books,” he said.

Historically, comic books satire current events, government leaders 
and social unrest. In the 1940s and 1950s, writers portrayed villains 

“I would buy up as many as I could get my hands on,” he said. 
While there is no Honus Wagner baseball card of comic books, the 

value of an individual comic varies depending on age, series number and 
plot. Like vinyl albums, there are hundreds of thousands if not millions 
of comic books in circulation. 

“With one Spiderman comic book, you might find that issue is only 
worth 50 cents. But in the next one, in which Spiderman’s girlfriend 
Mary Jane gets killed or his Aunt Mae dies, that one is suddenly worth 
$300,” Kerchis said.

For a rare book such as an Action Comic where Superman made his 
debut, “that might be worth $20,000 or something like that,” he said.

“ Comic books allow 

people to see the cracks 

in reality and things 

that can happen”
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as Nazis or, during the Cold 
War, Russians. In more recent 
years, superheroes confront 
technology dangers and other 
modern issues.

“We’re starting to see 
things like Spiderman getting 
bitten by a radioactive spider, 
and the Hulk gets the gamma 
rays that are in fact from a 
nuclear test site,” he said. 
“It takes into account some 
of the social fears people 
are living with and trying to 
address.” 

They provide a window for cultural critique. 
“Comic books allow people to see the cracks in reality and things that 

can happen, such as the Chernobyl nuclear power plant explosion in the 
1980s,” Kerchis said. “For example, you would start seeing cows that 
were born with two heads.”

They also champion the underdog. It’s a type of reverse snobbery 
where the outcast becomes class president. 

“When I was younger, I didn’t necessarily realize all this,” Kerchis said. 
“I was reading them because they were interesting. I liked the pictures. 
But you go back and look at them again, you see the theme of good 
versus evil.” 

Aside from a strong moral code, universal traits of superheroes 
include superhuman strength, the ability to fly and the deployment of 
advanced technology. Often summed up in the “Pow!” “Bam!” “Zap!” 
“Boom!” graphics, Kerchis noted.

Student icebreaker
While he does not incorporate comic books into his SRU class 

curriculum, Kerchis decorates his Spotts World Cultures Building 
office with superhero posters, toys, coloring books and costumes. 
The gear, he said, helps put students at ease and provides a common 
point for conversation.

“I’ve been here 17 years now. Students, so often, for whatever 
reason, they don’t see us as being like them or having anything in 
common,” Kerchis said. “For me, the comic books and stuff say, hey, 

“For me, the comic  

books and stuff say, hey, 

come on in. I am trying to 

put them at ease. And once 

you make that connection, 

it makes all the difference 

in the world.”
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come on in. I am trying to put them at ease. And once you make that 
connection, it makes all the difference in the world.”

He stores his collection at his mother’s house, hoping his 17-year-
old son might take an interest someday. Although he describes 
himself as a comic junkie, there is nothing comic about his credentials. 
Kerchis graduated 
from Georgetown 
University and received 
his doctorate in 
political science from 
the University of 
Pittsburgh.

Despite his 
professional 
demeanor, his 
humor shines 
through like 
Batman in a zebra 
suit. He keeps a 
Wonder Woman 
costume in 
his office and 
shows visitors a photo 
taken in his early 20s in which he wears 
a fig leaf. 

Walk into the political science department office foyer, where 
a poster of Robert Kennedy hangs on the wall, and colleagues and 
students will tell you, “Kerchis is a great guy.”

To borrow a catchphrase from another 
superhero, he’s able to leap tall buildings. He 
stands for truth, justice and the Slippery Rock 
University way.

It’s not a bird, it’s not a plane, it’s Kerchisman.
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“Classroom learning is excellent, 
but nothing beats actually being there,” 
said Pam Frigot, director of Slippery Rock University’s Office of Global 
Engagement, which helped more than 330 SRU students spend their 
spring break studying in such places as Ireland, France, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Scotland, England, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Peru, the Bahamas and Turkey.

“In addition to our traditional international study programs that allow 
students to spend an entire semester or even an entire year studying 
abroad, Slippery Rock University also offered a dozen courses this 
spring semester that have a built-in international study component,” 
Frigot said.

“Students study the topic in their regular classroom on campus, then 
use spring break for an up-close-and-personal opportunity to study the 
subject in depth and from different cultural perspectives,” she said.

“These programs, which allow our students to study on campus 
throughout the semester, then spend their entire spring break in an 
international country visiting and learning at sites covered in their 
course, are remarkable experiences,” said Philip Way, SRU provost 
and vice president for academic and student affairs. “In talking 
with students who have participated, they tell me the international 
experience has been transformational in their college careers. It gave 
them new insights, vast cultural experiences and the sense of world 
travel that certainly enhances their overall studies at SRU.”

For many participants, it is their first time out of the U.S., including 
their first airplane ride, he said.

“This trip has helped me tremendously when going on job interviews. 
As a senior, you want to be able to stand out from other candidates 
applying for the same position. Talking about the businesses we visited 
while abroad and the wonderful experience I had, really interests 
potential employers. It shows them that I have international business 

Spring break experiences 
 provide global  perspectives

experience and that I would be willing to travel for them in the future,” 
said Courtney Dwyer, an SRU marking and management major from 
Lititz, who visited Vienna, Bratislava and Prague over the break. 

Courses ranged from photojournalism, to business, art, history, 
dance, music, political science, exercise and rehabilitative science, 
communication, elementary and early childhood education, physical 
education, and geography, geography and the environment.

Michelle Amodei, assistant professor of elementary and early 
childhood education, led 20 SRU students to Italy as part of a 
“Leadership, Advocacy and Program Development in Early Childhood 
Education” course.

“The purpose of the trip was to learn about international approaches 
to early childhood programming and curricula. We began in Milan and 
saw the original ‘Last Supper’ and visited an Italian opera house. Next we 
traveled to Reggio Emilia to visit the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre 
for a day of professional development regarding the well-known early 
childhood curricular philosophy called ‘Reggio Emilia,’” Amodei said.

“In Florence, the group toured the Uffizi Museum and spent a day at 
the International School of Florence to learn about the international 
school system. The students shadowed a teacher in a classroom to get 
an authentic experience within the school,” she said.

“I believe the trip gave my students the opportunity to really broaden 
their horizons as future educators and experience approaches to 
educating young students that are as diverse as the students who will 
someday enter their classrooms,” Amodei said.

Kurt Pitluga, SRU assistant professor of art, continued his “The Art of 
Islam” course with 11 students in southern Spain.

Prior to the trip, Pitluga’s class “had been discussing the fact that 
Muslims were in Spain for nearly 800 years before being pushed out by 
Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand in 1492,” he said.

“While we were in Andalusia, we visited Cordoba and saw the Great 
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Spring break experiences 
 provide global  perspectives

Mosque created by the Umayyad Dynasty. We also visited Granada 
and toured the Alhambra Palace built by the Nasrid Sultans,” he said. 
“The highlight of the trip was two nights in Tarifa, on the southern tip of 
Spain, that included a ferry ride across the Straights of Gibraltar and a 
day trip to Tangier in Morocco.”

Twenty students in Kim Smith’s “Wellness Promotion and 
Programming” course and 15 students in Pamela Arnhold’s adapted 
physical activity minor and graduate program, visited Paris. Students 
gained insight into the health and wellness opportunities in France as 
compared to the United States for people with and without disabilities.

Smith is an associate professor, and Arnhold an assistant professor, 
both in the exercise and rehabilitative sciences department.

“As part of our studies, we visited the University of Paris to explore 
its exercise science and adapted sports programs. Our students 
conducted a research project with Dr. Smith by collecting information 
in a survey of health and wellness. We listened to Dr. Jane Gray, 
internationally known for her holistic approach to overall health,” 
Arnhold said.

Smith’s group also heard from Juonnon Merigoux from Intelsoma 
Bodymind, while Arnhold’s group visited the INS HEA to meet with the 
president of the International Federation of Adapted Physical Activity 
and then toured Garches Hospital.

For the 15 students in Mark Chase’s “Communication 247 
Photojournalism” class their trip to Rome, Florence and Venice, Italy, 
was on-the-job training.

“The students had just one major assignment,” Chase, an associate 
professor of communication, said, “Capture images and write cutlines.”

Twenty-one SRU students in the First Year Transition Services 
Program, the JumpStart Program and participants in the FYRST 
Seminar, were led by Lorraine Craven, instructor in academic services 
and director of the First-year Program, and Corinne Gibson, director 
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of SRU’s Office of Multicultural Development, to Paris for a program 
focused on human rights and diversity.

“Slippery Rock University identifies five trends, and this trip 
addressed changing population dynamics, the need to understand 
other cultures and the commitment to social mobility,” Craven said. 
“Like our prior spring break trips to London and Ireland, our students 
came back from Paris with a greater understanding of diversity and 
multiculturalism and its importance to our society.”

“The students who participated in this program were typically first 
generation, Pell Grant recipients, and/or students of color. They varied 
in race, major, culture, heritage, etc. 
We realized that in addition to engaging 
in various cultures in another country, 
our students had a unique opportunity 
to learn about each other,” Craven 
said. “The environment that Corinne 
and I created makes it safe for these 
students to have an open dialogue 
about race, customs, religion, etc.”

The Paris trip included visits to the 
Palace of Versailles, the Louvre, a 
guided walking tour of Montmarte, a 
visit to the International Finance Corp., 
and a visit to the European Grassroots 
Antiracist Movement for discussion of race relations in France and other 
parts of Europe.

Diane Galbraith and Melanie Anderson, both associate professors in 
SRU’s School of Business, led 22 SRU students to a variety of business 
sites in Italy. “For some of our group, this was their first time outside of 
the U.S.,” Anderson said.

“This year, we took a slightly different approach, because we opened 
the program to both management and accounting students, and we 
focused on organizational leadership and auditing issues in Milan and 
Rome,” Anderson said.

“From Milan, we took the train to Rome, allowing us to see the 
gorgeous Italian countryside. During our four days in Rome we visited 
the FCEI, a federation of evangelical churches in Italy; the Trenitalia, 
the primary, government-owned train operator, and the Coliseum, the 

Forum, the Vatican Museum and the Sistine Chapel in Rome,” she said.
“We also attended a Papal audience. While in Milan, which many call 

the fashion capital of the world,’ we visited a fashion/textile organization, 
the Duomo Milan and saw the Last Supper fresco,” Anderson said.

 Istanbul, Turkey, was the destination for 17 students in Aksel 
Casson’s program focused on issues of multiculturalism and diversity. 
Casson is an instructor in interdisciplinary programs.

“The focus of the program was an exploration of issues of historical 
and modern diversity, as seen in the unique cultural landscape of Istanbul. 
As a city uniquely positioned across two continents, with a diverse history 

of conquest and trade, students gained 
exposure to the ways in which multiple 
cultures have merged to form a modern 
nation,” he said.

As part of the trip, students visited 
museums, places of worship, markets, 
palaces and archaeological ruins that 
helped tell the story of the Turks.

“Istanbul was an incredible 
experience. It changed my whole 
perspective on my views of the world. 
Exploring the mosques of the city 
was my favorite part. Just seeing 
their architecture and beauty was 

breathtaking. I look forward to going back as soon as possible,” said 
Coryn Bookwalter, a professional studies major from Mercer.

Linda Zane, associate professor of early childhood education took eight 
of her undergraduate students and three graduate students to Sweden. 

“The Swedish educational system has much to offer regarding high- 
quality, early-childhood education practices – all of which were very 
instructive for the students from the College of Education,” Zane said.

“We visited Swedish schools, which proved to be wonderful experiences 
for my students, especially since the schools are very child-centered. 
Our group visited two schools in Stockholm and a number of schools in 
Kristianstad, including an outdoor preschool where the children spend 
most of their day in the nearby forest,” she said.

The SRU group also spent time at Kristianstad University, one of 
SRU’s partner universities.

“ Istanbul was an incredible experience. 
It changed my whole perspective on my 
views of the world. Exploring the mosques 
of the city was my favorite part. Just 
seeing their architecture and beauty was 
breathtaking. I look forward to going back 
as soon as possible.” 

– Coryn Bookwalter,  
a professional studies major from Mercer
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Twenty-five SRU athletic training majors spent their spring break 
in Dublin, Ireland, including time with Dublin City University’s athletic 
therapy and training program.

“We attended classes with their students and gave a presentation 
on evidence-based practice. We were especially excited about visiting 
DCU since for the last six-plus years, we have served as a study abroad 
location for their students,” said Kim Keeley, assistant professor of 
exercise and rehabilitative sciences, who led the group along with Stacy 
Arend, an instructor in exercise and rehabilitative sciences.

“In past years, DCU students have joined SRU athletic training 
students in classes and clinical rotations for a semester at a time. We 
were glad to make a connection with that 
group, while in Ireland. We visited cultural 
areas of interest and athletic events while 
touring Dublin,” she said.

John Golden, instructor in SRU’s School 
of Business, led his 15 students through 
Central European capitals, including Vienna, 
Austria, Bratislava, Slovakia, and Prague, 
Czech Republic, to study sustainability, 
economic development and sustainable 
entrepreneurship in the region.

They visited the Vienna University of Economics and Business to 
hear about technology, the Regional Centre of Expertise on Education 
for Sustainable Development in Vienna and the Vienna Institute for 
Managing Sustainability.

“The SRU students also had a chance to mix with students at 
INITS, a business incubator in Vienna, and visit with a professor friend 
of mine who teaches there,” Golden said. “We toured the Vienna 
Business Agency where representatives gave the group an overview 
of their work and their views on sustainability as well as economic 
development.”

“We traveled to Central Europe, which is a part of the world that isn’t 
at the top of the list for most people of places to visit. However, being 
able to see these beautiful, historical, and cultural cities that are off 
the beaten path was definitely an insightful, eye-opening experience. 
As with any trip, you return home with a new outlook and a more open 

mind, which will help prepare you for future new experiences,” said 
Ryan Wagner, a history major from McKees Rocks. 

The seminar included cultural stops in Bratislava and the University 
of Prague.

For the 25 students in Bruce Orvis’ “Retail Management” class 
and the 15 students in David Jordan’s “Heath Care Administration and 
Management” course, Florence, Venice, Siena and Rome, Italy, were the 
destinations.

Orvis is an associate professor, and Jordan, an assistant professor, 
both in SRU’s School of Business.

The joint trip allowed students to participate in combined academic 
components, including a lecture on 
Italian healthcare in Florence and a visit 
to the Laguna Murano glass production 
showroom in Venice. The students toured 
a winery in Tuscany and visited a hospital in 
Rome affiliated with UPMC in Pittsburgh.

Orvis said, “No academic trip to Italy 
would be complete without a cultural 
aspect. The students visited the Florence 
Duoma, saw the statue of David, visited 

the San Lorenzo Market/Mercato Centrale all in Florence, saw Venice 
by gondola, visited the hilltop walled city of Siena, visited the Coliseum 
and the Roman Forum in Rome as well as St. Peter’s Basilica and 
the Vatican museums and attended a papal blessing hosted by Pope 
Francis. They saw the Spanish Steps, the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain and 
the Capuchin Crypts.”

Brad Kovaleski, executive director of student development, and 
Christine Pease-Hernandez, assistant professor of communication, led 
11 students on an International Leadership Trip to Peru.

The SRU students met with students from colleges and universities 
in Peru, including San Antonio Abad University and Andina del Cusco 
University. They participated in leadership development workshops.

The international trips were also a primer on international travel, 
Frigot noted. Due to weather conditions, a number of the trips had to be 
rescheduled and unfortunately, two trips, one to Paris and one to Spain, 
were canceled. 

“ As with any trip, you return home with 
a new outlook and a more open mind, 
which will help prepare you for future 
new experiences.” 

– Ryan Wagner,  
a history major from McKees Rocks. 
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It’s been five years, but if someone asks her about that day, Lori 
Davidson tears up.

Arnold, her bichon frise, had to be put down after an emergency 
visit to the vet confirmed his systems were shutting down and he 
was in pain.

“I held him as he crossed the rainbow bridge,” Davidson, a 1977 
Slippery Rock University health sciences graduate, said. “Then 
I wrapped him in a blanket and took him home one last time. I 
remember sitting down on the deck and holding him, sobbing from 
a place one can’t explain until you’ve been there.” 

Most of us have experienced the sinking, empty feeling of losing 
a pet: Your companion, your unconditional friend, has died. Dog, 

cat, horse, hamster…the species doesn’t matter. All you know is there’s a huge hole in your life.
To fill the hole in her heart, Davidson and business partner Remy Bibaud started Pet Perennials. 

Pet Perennials is a planting product that combines cremation remains with a nutrient-rich soil and 
seed matrix. Each planting product is individually handcrafted and yields 30 “wafers” allowing 
families to start a memorial garden or seed a favorite walking path. Each seed wafer grows a 
one-square-foot area of flowers.

Davidson, an author, former English as a second language teacher and pharmaceutical 
salesperson who launched the company in April, said she understands the bond between people 
and their pets. 

“For 16 years, Arnold had been a constant in my life,” she said. “He’d been a companion to my 
daughters, a companion to me and a source of warmth when I felt alone. He was protective, he 
was not just a dog.”

Seeds of love
Davidson, an early animal lover, said she grew up with beagles and learned compassion for 

strays from her father. 
“My dad was the one who taught me pets were family,” she said. “He’d threaten all of us to not 

feed a stray cat or dog, yet we’d find him with the animal bonding in the garage. They’d have a bed, 

 When her beloved 
pet dies, alumna 
seeds memorial
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food and love, and always – always – that 
animal would end up inside living the good life.”

Davidson said animals offer no-strings-
attached love. Pets forgive outbursts and 
give owners a hero’s welcome every time. 
She ought to know. Since childhood, Davidson 
said she has owned or directly cared for more 
than 50 pets. 

“All too often, other than our experience 
with our own parents – and sometimes some 
aren’t even lucky enough to have experienced 
this in a positive fashion – and our love for our 
children, the love received from and given to 

a pet is the only real unconditional love we’ll 
experience,” Davidson said. “They are who 
you chat with over coffee and who you cuddle 
with while you watch TV,” she said. “They 
really are the perfect companions.”

Growing up in Titusville, Davidson enrolled 
at SRU in 1973, where she participated in 
synchronized swimming and directed a water 
show. After leaving SRU, she received an 
English as a second language certification 
from Gannon University.

Davidson taught health at Titusville Junior 
High School following college before launching 
a diversified sales career. She sold industrial 
safety products, information technology, 
and advertising and took a stint as a flooring 
plant manager. At one stage, she returned to 
teaching English as a second language before 
beginning work as a business development 
consultant to an elder law attorney.

Corporate burnout
Four years ago, Davidson said she had had 

her fill with corporate America. 
“For me, it just wasn’t fulfilling anymore, 

although I met great people and got to see 
a lot of the U.S., to sell a commodity that 
served a purpose to an industry’s revenue 
stream, but was without real depth or 
meaning,” she said. 

Davidson and her business partner 
attended a Pet Loss Professional Alliance 
conference in New Orleans, where they 
learned from pet-loss specialists about the 
pet burial and memorial products market. The 
couple soon launched Cherished Ones, the 
parent company of Pet Perennials. Davidson 
serves as chief operations officer. 

“From the beginning, this has felt right, and 
that is nice,” said. 

Aside from its soil compound, Pet 
Perennials offers healing tips, testimonials 
about pets and networking connections for 
pet-loss coping.

Mari Siliano, a Texas client, said she bought 
the product as a tribute to her German 
Shepherd Reba, who died eight years ago. For 
some pet lovers, grief has no timetable.

“She was such a part of our family. She 
went most everywhere with us, in the car, 
on bike rides, in the kayak,” Siliano said.  
“Smart, funny, loyal.  She slept by our bed 
every single day of her life even when it was 
extremely difficult to climb stairs and had 
to be helped. We had to let her go due to 
health reasons.  When Lori announced her Pet 
Perennials product, I liked the idea of Reba 
coming to life in flowers.” 

Moria Anderson Allen, author of “Coping 
with Sorrow after the Loss of Your Pet,” said 
pet owners should be honest about their 
feelings and cry if they want. They should 
find a task to keep them occupied, reflect on 
things that don’t involve animals and avoid 
irrevocable decisions. And, it’s important 
to be honest with children about the loss. 
“Don’t tell children the animal went away. It’s 
important to explain that putting an animal to 
sleep is humane,” she said. “Intense grief over 
the loss of a pet is normal and natural,” she 
said. “Don’t let anyone tell you it is silly, crazy 
or overly sentimental to grieve.” 

After leaving her 9-to-5, corporate 
employment, Davidson moved into a cottage 
at Canadohta Lake, 20 miles south of Erie, 
living there with Arnold for the final months 
of his life.

“Time with Arnold was running short,” she 
said. “We continued to walk. He continued to 
be my best friend and to listen to my worries.”

After he died, Davidson said she mourned 
for eight months before adopting a cat. “I love 
that cat beyond words, but I still miss my 
Arnold,” she said.

For Davidson, Pet Perennials is more than a 
business. It is her heart’s cry.

Perhaps it means more because of the 
animals I have loved and because of the furry 
family members that loved me,” she said. 
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Gloria Wilkenson, 82, walked the wooden floor of Slippery Rock 
University’s Hickory Corner, the one-room schoolhouse she 
attended as a girl. The footprints have long since faded, but, like 
a photo album, her memories are preserved in the desks with 
inkwells, the potbelly stove and the building’s fold-down maps.

“It looked exactly the same on the outside, except that the water pump now out back was in 
front of the school,” said Wilkenson, who toured the school for the first time since 1950.

History’s shadow stretches across the 125-year-old school, which was gifted to the 
University. Decades after its original purpose and most inhabitants have vanished, the school 
stands as a gem of rural life. SRU brought the structure back to life to teach early-education 
instruction methods and provide a museum of American education.

“What Slippery Rock University is doing is really part of a national movement,” said Andrew 
Gulliford, professor of history at Fort Lewis College and author of “America’s Country 
Schools,” about one-room schools. “The social transformation of the nation can be tied to one-
room schools,” he said. “It was a better education system up to the eighth-grade, in terms of 
how children developed and the personal attention they received.”

Small wonder
Imagine going to school with only one teacher, no electricity and no running water or indoor 

“facilities.” If you wanted water, you’d have to fetch it from an outdoor pump. If you needed to 
use the restroom, you trudged to an outhouse - rain, sleet, snow or shine.

 One room, 
   many   

memories

Imagine going to 
school with only 
one teacher, no 
electricity and no 
running water or 
indoor ‘facilities.’
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This is the way Wilkenson, an SRU nursing graduate, remembers her school days. 
From the approaching chill of fall through the last warm winds of spring, Wilkenson walked 

to the 1,000-square-foot Hickory Corner for grades 1-8. Despite the lack of conveniences, or 
perhaps because of them, she said she wouldn’t trade her experience. 

“As I think about it, we came out of a small-school education,” she said. “I had two teachers for 
eight years, yet we excelled. We worked hard. We were disciplined, and we had fun at school. I 
can remember playing baseball, which was our recreation.”

Every morning, the five to 15 students rose to recite the Pledge of Allegiance. Students learned 
writing, penmanship, mathematics, civics, history and geography. 

Wilkenson said they used ‘his and her’ outhouses with “improvised” toilet paper. Students 
swept the floor, stoked the stove and rang the hand bell. 

There may be lots of geniuses sitting in today’s classrooms, but they don’t get taught in the 
same manner as the one-room blueprint, she said. 

“We helped each other a lot, and I think we got more individualized attention,” she said. “We 
were sort of a clique and a family. All of the students would help when a new kid arrived. We 
would stick by him, and play with him and take him in.”

Her teacher faced a task like that of a three-ring circus master. She served as instructor, drama 
coach, librarian, custodian and sometimes cook. Measles and other childhood diseases made the 
rounds, so the teacher also doubled as a nurse.

That’s assuming a child made it to school. 
“There was no clearing of the roads, and World War II was on, so everything was rationed,” 

Wilkenson said. “We wore snowsuits, and we often left our pants on in the school. That building 
wasn’t very warm. We’d bring a bag lunch or dinner bucket and store our lunch on a shelf back in 
the corner. There was never any refrigeration.”

Born Gloria Cratty, Wilkenson earned her bachelor’s degree in public school nursing from SRU 
in 1975 and a counseling psychology degree in 1983. She worked as a nurse and nursing educator 
until her retirement in 1998.

“As I think about it, we 
came out of a small-
school education,” 
she said. “I had two 
teachers for eight 
years, yet we excelled. 
We worked hard. We 
were disciplined, and 
we had fun at school.  
I can remember playing 
baseball, which was 
our recreation.”
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History lesson
The story of one-room schools in America is one of rural construction, their progress and 

their eventual end. 
In 1900, more than 210,000 one-room schoolhouses operated in the United States, said 

Gulliford, who once taught fourth grade in a rural Colorado school. 
Currently, less than 500 one-room schools still function, in rural areas of Wyoming, 

Montana, Nebraska and Nevada, he said, mainly in ranching communities with towns separated 
by up to 100 miles. None carry on in Pennsylvania. 

One-room schools began to fade with the construction of new roads and the purchase of 
school buses, leading to district consolidations that began in the 1920s, Gulliford said. Students 
from one-room schools were merged into larger, centralized schools.

According to “The One Room Schools of the Slippery Rock Area,” by the late 1952 graduate 
Shirley Cubbison, 36 one-room schools operated in the Butler County area in the 1920s. 
Seventeen survived until 1949, 12 until 1955. The last five closed by 1965.

While they never abounded in comfort, Gulliford said one-room schools succeeded because 
they allowed for person-to-person attention and intergenerational learning.

“Even though there were school fights thumped out at the playground, jokes and some 
bullying, every student counted,” Gulliford said. “Older children helped younger children; there 
was an intergeneration approach that we sorely need today. A seventh grader might have 
helped a third grader with math and reasoning. Students got to know people of different ages.”

To this day, Gulliford said one-school graduates display signs of a great education. “Many of 
the nation’s top spellers, for some reason, seem to come from one-room schools,” he said.

Recognizing them as treasures, Gulliford said hundreds of one-room schools nationwide 
have been registered on the state or National Register of Historic Places. “There is a national 
movement going on,” he said.

Making history 
Hickory Corner, originally in Franklin Township between Slippery Rock and Butler, served the 

community from 1891-1963.
Joseph McCandless and his sister, the late Sara McCandless, ’50, of Ellwood City, along with 

their late father, G.W. McCandless of Franklin, donated the school to SRU in 1988. The senior 
McCandless envisioned the school as a memorial to his late wife, Pauline McCandless. 

A plaque honoring the McCandless family stands in front of the school, which gave Wilkenson 
moment to pause as she readied to enter the school during her tour. 

Moving forward
Keith Dils, SRU dean of the College of Education, said the one-room schoolhouse experience 

remains alive because SRU teaches education majors to give students individualized attention 
based on their needs. 

“We’re not teaching math; we’re teaching kids,” Dils said. “The kids come first – their emotional 
needs, their personal needs. They’ve got to feel accepted. They’ve got to feel safe. We need to 
tap into that, but we don’t get eight years to build that, do we? Our teachers today have it a lot 
harder, a lot more difficult, and so they learn from what was successful but try to apply it in a 
condensed frame.” 

The difference between teachers of Wilkinson’s day, Dils said, is today’s teachers face 
challenges that didn’t exist 70 years ago.

Dils said one of 60 students today is on the autism spectrum, while increases in broken 
homes and learning disabilities are on the rise. Teachers instruct children with language fluency 
issues. They feel the pressure of high-stakes testing, larger class sizes and lack of funding. 
They contend with cyber bullying, which has led to student suicides, obesity and family matters. 

Unlike their counterparts who often taught in one-room schools houses with little more than 
a 2-year certificate, today’s elementary and special education majors go through four stages of 
field experience, once in their sophomore year, twice in their junior year and student teaching in 
their senior year. They acquire 250 hours of experience before graduating.

“It is a challenging environment in schools, but the teachers that come out of Slippery Rock 
University are taught how to balance this and how to avoid being sucked into this idea that the 
kids are just a number,” Dils said. “The notion that the bottom line is looking at how students 
perform on tests is not what is most important. They embrace the kids.”

“Wilksenon said SRU deserved credit for restoring the one-room school and not forgetting its 
roots of education in current curriculum.

“Everybody should know a little about the history of education,” she said. “It was a good 
experience. I want the next generation of students to have a good experience.”

“It is a challenging 
environment in 
schools, but the 
teachers that come 
out of Slippery Rock 
University are taught 
how to balance this 
and how to avoid 
being sucked into 
this idea that the kids 
are just a number. 
The notion that the 
bottom line is looking 
at how students 
perform on tests 
is not what is most 
important. They 
embrace the kids.”

– Keith Dils,  
SRU dean of the  

College of Education
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‘Flipped’ classroom ‘Flipped’ classroom 

Why are educators flipping  
over the “flipped” classroom? 

That’s easy, it’s a new teaching model that 
offers a re-imagination of life in the classroom. 
It is an inverted method where students 
engage each other and technology in a team 
environment and professors function as 
coaches, creating a learning community that 
takes the focus off them as the know-all and 
be-all arbitrators of content. Say goodbye to 
the old-style lecture format. 

turns traditional 
teaching on its head
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‘Flipped’ classroom 

SRU has embraced the new method, officially called SCALE-UP 
(Student-Centered Active Learning Environment with Upside 
Down Pedagogies) in different buildings. The University converted 
the former North Hall staff center into a classroom seating 108 
students. Physics, geography and exercise and rehabilitative sciences 
share the space. 

The collaborative approach is like three drivers sharing a car: It 
saves the University money by avoiding new-construction costs for 
classrooms serving only one field. 

Working in unison, students solve problems and complete 
assignments together through relationship building rather than sitting 
home alone and struggling with work they might not understand.

“We need graduates who can effectively function within design 
groups or teams, utilizing appropriate technology to accomplish the 
goals of the group,” said David Valentine, interim dean of the College 
of Business and professor of computer science. “The new classroom 
is designed to accomplish exactly that educational experience for our 
SRU students.” 

While technology is important, technology is not the focus of the 
classroom. Technology is the enabler within the space, Valentine said. 

“Our SCALE-UP classrooms represent the next evolutionary step for 
technology in the classroom. Conventional computer labs, with their 
one-computer-one-student structure, make the technology the focus 
of the space,” he said. “These new educational spaces are designed so 
technology is there merely to enable the educational process. The room 
casts computer technology not as the focus of the space, but as an 
enabler for the learning to happen within the space.” 

Other examples include a new mathematics classroom, reading 
lounge and computer lab in Bailey Library. Computer science, business 
and other programs will share a SCALE-UP classroom in Eisenberg 
Classroom Building.

“It is well documented that some of the most effective instructional 
approaches provide learners with the opportunity to take ownership 
of the construction of knowledge, collaborate socially to construct 
meaning and to apply their learning to solving authentic problems,” said 
Athula Herat, SRU associate professor of physics and pre-engineering. 
“The new approach reduces failure rates, improves understanding and 
improves students’ attitude toward learning.” 

The most prominent SCALE-UP is the collaborative in North Hall, 
which dates to 1939. Physics and pre-engineering faculty teach 
“Elements of Physics I,” “General Physics I” and General Physics 3” in the 
room. SRU equipped the classroom with 36 computers, 36 digitalized 
tables, a sound system and six wall display screens. 

The space retains the historic checkerboard floor and stained glass 
arches that came from the former chapel. Technology includes six 
data projectors, an iPad with interactive whiteboard, software to ease 
computer teamwork, and a smart podium with camera to detect pen 
touch for display on flat-screen display.

“The instructor station is at the center to eliminate the notion of a 
front and back in the classroom,” Herat said. “There are six project 
screens around the room, so students do not have to turn around to 
see displayed information from the instructor’s console. The instructor 
chooses to project any of the displays from student computers as well 
as from various other input sources at the instructor’s station.”

Ben Shaevitz, SRU professor of physics, and Philip Way, SRU provost 
and vice president for academic and student affairs, were first to 
suggest a SCALE-UP classroom at SRU.

“The educational research shows most college students only retain/
gain about 20 percent of knowledge learned in traditional lecture 
classes,” Shaevitz 
said. “The basic idea is 
to make the learning 
in lecture more 
interactive/engaging/
participatory.” 

Shaevitz said one 
advantage to the flip 
method of learning 
is students are given 
the responsibility 
for “learning” the 
course content. 
Instead of just being 
told content information like in a traditional lecture setting, students 
in the flipped classroom actively engage in the content. The professor 
provides activities, materials, tools and support. The students master 
the material by “doing,” not just being “told.”

The basic idea is that you give students something interesting to 
investigate. While they work in teams, the instructor is free to roam 
around the classroom – asking questions, sending one team to help 
another, or asking why someone else got a different answer.

Shaevitz said academics use the term upside down pedagogy because 
the SCALE-UP model turns the traditional idea of instruction on its head. 

“You have a new paradigm of teaching where the professor is not in 
charge,” he said.

“ It is well documented that some 
of the most effective instructional 
approaches provide learners 
with the opportunity to take 
ownership of the construction of 
knowledge, collaborate socially 
to construct meaning and to 
apply their learning to solving 
authentic problems. ”
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Editorial 
Information
Please note that “Class 
Notes” lists the year alumni 
received their undergraduate 
degree from Slippery Rock 
University. To submit “Class 
Notes,” simply email us at 
alumni@sru.edu or go to 
http://rockalumnicafe.com 
with your information.  
You can also call  
1.800.GET.ROCK or fax us 
at 724. 738.4784. We do 
not publish engagements 
or pregnancies, but we do 
publish marriages and births.

(M)  –    Denotes master’s 
degree

(F)  –    Denotes faculty 
member 

(FR) –  Denotes friend 
of Slippery Rock 
University

Please note that the editorial 
staff makes every effort 
to publish the information 
given to us by alumni as it 
is received. Due to space 
restrictions in the magazine, 
we sometimes have to edit 
the information. We are 
proud of all our alumni and 
regret having to make any 
revisions. 

CLASS NOTESrock
1950s
Robert Williams, ’51, who will be  
turning 88 this year, continues to 
compete in masters swimming for  
The Florida Mavericks. 

1970s
Virginia Miller, ’70, was honored 
recently with a Woman’s Day Red Dress 
Award, which she received in New York 
City. She is director of the Women’s 
Health Research Center at Mayo Clinic. 
She researches how heart disease 
differs in women and men. ● 

Ronald Hunt, ’73, ’76, physical 
education, has been named senior vice 
president, commercial banker, at S&T 
Bank, headquartered in Indiana, Pa. Hunt, 
who works out of the Wexford office, is 
responsible for business development 
and commercial loan management. He 
acts as a point-of-contact for business 
executives, networks prospective 
clients and markets S&T services. 
Hunt is a member of the SRU Athletic 
Hall of Fame for football and track. He 
sponsors the Ronald J. Hunt Scholarship 
for first-year, African-American 
students. ●
Lori Davidson, ’77, and her business 
partner launched a new company last 
year called Cherished Ones. (See story 
in The ROCK.)

David Price, ’78, psychology, has 
received the Ohio Governor’s 
Humanitarian Award. The award honors 
a “selfless soldier” who gives time 
freely, often without recognition, to 
those in need in an attempt the eliminate 
pain and suffering. Price received the 
award at the Ohio Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. Commemorative Celebration in 
Columbus, Ohio. Price, owner of Price 
Builders and Developers construction 
in Cleveland and a Twinsburg resident, 
serves on more than 10 organizations 
and boards. Organizations include 
the AWS Human Society of Greater 
Akron, Wigs for Kids, Eddie Johnson 
Memorial Foundation, SIDS Network of 

Ohio, March of Dimes and NFL Alumni 
Association. He helped create youth 
and high school soccer programs in the 
Lima area and has served on various 
boards, including the Mental Health/
MRDD Board of Allen and Greater 
Cleveland Safety Council. ●
Nancy Mramor Kajuth, ’79, 
psychologist, released her third book 
“Get Reel: Produce Your Own Life.” The 
book provides a guide to enjoying and 
viewing media while avoiding what she 
terms harmful effects. ●
John Nicholson, ’70, was inducted into 
the Mynderse Academy Athletic Hall 
of Fame.

Barry Reynolds, ’73, a member of 
the SRU Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity 
from 1969-1973, is requesting that 
any former brothers contact him via 
email at barry_reynolds806@msn.
com in order to establish a database to 
reconnect and to arrange a reunion trip.

Lynn Stone Clark, ’79, recently retired 
from Norwin School District after 
33 years of teaching health, physical 
education and swimming. She is 
enjoying her grandchildren. 

1980s
Randy Bono, ’83, marketing, has 
advanced from inside sales manager 
at Marmon/Keystone’s East Butler 
office to purchasing manager at 
Marmon/Keystone’s Corporate Office 
in Butler. He started with Marmon/
Keystone in 1989 as a sales trainee, 
and then moved to inside sales, 
account manager, white metals 
product manager and carbon product 
manager. Bono has earned Mar/
Key Club membership 15 times, 
eight for sales and seven for sales 
management. Bono and his wife, Tina, 
have one son and one daughter and 
live in Butler. ●
Colleen Cooke, ’84, parks and rec-
reation, has been appointed chairperson 
of the American Therapeutic Recreation 
Association’s Election Task Force. Cooke 

is an SRU associate professor of parks 
and recreation. She teaches therapeutic 
recreation. ●
Lori Maurer Adiska, ’85, education, 
has been inducted into the Towanda 
High School’s All Sports Hall of Fame. 
Adiska is a 1981 graduate.

Stephen Clark, ’86, parks and 
recreation graduate, has been named 
superintendent of the U.S. National 
Park Service’s National Parks of 
Western Pennsylvania District. The 
region includes the Flight 93 National 
Memorial and Johnstown Flood National 
Memorial, among other federal parks. 
“It’s an honor and a privilege to be 
selected for this position.  I look forward 
to working with the partners and friends 
as well as the dedicated employees at 
each of the five parks,” Clark said.  “Each 
park is unique in its own right, and I will 
collaborate and continue to foster the 
superb relationships that each park has 
with its neighbors and partners.” ●
Linda Gaudi,’81, a golf professional and 
director of instruction at Community 
College of Fairfax in Virginia has been 
awarded the 2014 MPPGA Youth Player 
Development Award and the U.S. Kids 
Top 50 Kids Teacher Award. ●
Juanita Vetter, ’84, is featured in the 
film, “The Vetters: All We Needed.” The 
story of the four-time All American 
runner, who grew up in poverty in a 
family of six children without a mother, 
has been turned into an inspirational 
documentary. Since graduation, 
she has served in law enforcement 
and currently is a detective with the 
Geauga County Sheriff’s department in 
Geauga County, Ohio. In fact, when she 
was over 40, she ran down a criminal 
in the woods, out-chasing him until he 
became fatigued and gave up. She also 
worked diligently on the case in which 
three Chardon High School students 
were killed in a school shooting in 
February 2012 and was interviewed 
in the trial that drew national media 
attention. She has solved several 
murder cases and major drug cases. 
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with disability or chronic illness. 
Brown, who is writing a young adult 
fiction novel with a cover by Allison 
Grayce, is creating a motivational 
speaking program for youth. For 
articles, Browne has interviewed 
New Yorker cartoonist Liza Donnelly 
and Michelle Phan, the Vietnamese-
American makeup demonstrator 
who became a YouTube celebrity. 
One of Brown’s recent articles, 
“Female Empowerment and Financial 
Independence,” examined society 
issues of women equality. ●
Samantha Sherwin, ’10, recently 
moved to Charlotte, N.C., and started 
working for the Speedway Children’s 
Charities as assistant to the director.

Wally Wolanin Jr., ’10, elementary 
education, recently became a district 
executive with the Hawkeye Area 
Council of the Boy Scouts of America 
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Prior to his new 
position, he worked as the Family 
Program Manager at Philmont Scout 
Ranch in Cimarron, N.M. 

Weddings
Heather Beamesderfer, ’06, married 
Robert Allison, Jr., Sept. 27, 2014, at 
Hebron United Methodist Church in 
Lebanon, Pa. The couple lives in New 
Holland. Karen Butler, ’06, served as 
maid of honor.

Ron Beitler,’05, married Amanda Lentz 
Aug. 30, 2014, in East Texas, Pa.

Justin Brown, ’11, married Noelle 
Alexandra Rosenblum of Reston, 
Va., Oct. 11, 2014, in Pittsburgh. Justin 
Brown is resident director at West 
Chester University; Noelle Brown is 
coordinator of internships and career 
services at Eastern University. The 
couple lives in West Chester. ●
Sara Hancharik, ’09, married Nathan 
Ford, Oct. 18, 2014, at the Grand 
Ballroom in Butler. Bridesmaids included 
Christine (Browning) Peters, ’09 and 
Julie (Mihalic) DiNaples, ’02. The father 
of the bride is Rob Hancharik, ’73. Those 
in attendance included Erin (Morgret) 
Zedreck, ’09, Amy Sutton, ’10, and 
Christine Serfozo, ’09. ●
Trisha Hoyt, ’12, married Daniel 
Craig Miller, July 19, 2014, at Wayside 

In Memory
Helen King (King) Lockley ‚36
John Thompson ‚40
Catherine (Jacobansky) Crnic ‚41
Minnie Marie Allison ‚45
Margaret Eileen (McFate) Daugherty ‚45
Ruth Irene (McFate) Fort ‚46
Margaret (Harry) Klingensmith ‚47
Mary Eileen (Glasgow) Gilmore ‚48
Beverly (Miller) Henderson ‚51
John Martin Kovac ‚51
Samuel Scarnato ‚51
John Racketa ‚52
Marie Bencze ‚53
William McCandless ‚53
Racie Becket ‚54
John Fardo ‚54
Darrell James Hess ‚54
Lee Edward Houk ‚54
Cora Lee (McKee) Rose ‚54
Donald Goltz ‚55
Jeanne (Dion) Regan ‚55
Bonnie (Morrison) Siple ‚55
Joan (Kerr) White ‚55
Ralph Campbell ‚56
Cora Catherine Healy ‚56
Frank John Lamping ‚56
James Loy McKenna ‚56
Alice Struble ‚56
Doris (Miglin) Dermond ‚57
Betty (Jakubovics) Galya ‚57
William Shearer ‚57
Johanna (Hughes) Thompson ‚57
George Weigl ‚57
Josephine (McClymonds) Brown ‚58
Betty (Muscatello) Hartnett ‚58
Robert Riley ‚58
Mary Patricia (O’Connor) Zito ‚58
Dorothea Snyder ‚59
Patricia (Hodgson) Weber ‚59
Stanley Goscewski ‚61
John Leslie ‚61
George Steele ‚61
M. Winnifred Dumbaugh ‚62
Mary (Gries) Flavin ‚62
Bernadette (Garcia) Talarico ‚62
Richard Hallstein ‚64
Roger Bradley ‚65
Kathleen (McGregor) Kovacs ‚66
Donna (Krieger) Reeder ‚66
Randall Russell ‚66
Francis Cooper ‚67
Beatrice (Decker) Vuocolo ‚68
Carolyn (Dunmyre) Young ‚68
Rose (Segedi) Kaufman ‚69
Donald Allison ‚70
Linda (Martinelli) Heisler ‚71
Joann (Dropp) Mackie ‚71
Robert Kimble ‚72
John Hough ‚73
Carl Baxter Stephens ‚74
Rojeanne Gray ‚75
Robert Lemanski ‚76
Hope Wendy Gold ‚78
David Ray Bernabo ‚82
Thomas Andrew Kulik ‚82
George Nicholas ‚92
Lori Ranee (Sarver) Warner ‚95
James Berdet Brown ‚99
Diane Creese ‚99
Mark Servedio ‚05

Thomas Hannon, faculty
Jerome O’Malley, faculty
W. Garry Quast, faculty

Susan Shedio, SRU Foundation board 
member

She has a history of overcoming odds 
and is succeeding and thriving in a 
male-dominated profession. 

Truman Wilt, ’87, chemistry, recently 
traveled to Prague, Czech Republic, 
with his son Truman Wilt. They toured 
Prague Castle, the seat of Czech 
government and checked out a famous 
statue of King Charles IV.  

1990s
Jennifer Ratcliff, ’96, psychology, 
was recently tenured and promoted 
to associate psychology professor at 
Brockport State University of  New York.

Christian Conte, ’98, psychology, and a 
former Rock baseball player, has been 
named as a co-star in a new SPIKE TV 
show “Coaching Bad” and will share  
TV time with famed NFL linebacker 
Ray Lewis.

2000s
Nate Thimons, ’00, management, has 
been inducted into the Bethel Park High 
School Athletic Hall of Fame. He was 
inducted into SRU’s Hall of Fame earlier 
this year for his efforts as a baseball 
player at The Rock. Andrew Bennett, 
’03, started a dietary supplement 
company with an all-natural product 
called Intox-Detox. It is a hangover 
preventative formula that actually 
protects your body while you drink. He 
came up with the idea back in his SRU 
days while late night chatting with a 
biochemist friend. They finally made 
it happen. There's incredible human 
research backing it and out of the 2,500 
samples given out, he’s never had 
someone tell him it didn’t work for them.

Steven Winslow, ’08, graduated with 
a juris doctor from the University of 
Miami School of Law in May 2014. 
He was recently admitted to the 
Pennsylvania Bar and currently 
practices union-side labor and 
employment law as an associate at 
Jubelirer, Pass & Intrieri, P.C. ●

2010s
Sarah Jeanne Browne, ’12, English, is 
a freelance writer and staffer who 
works with youth at The Woodlands 
Foundation, a suburban Pittsburgh 
facility that helps children and adults 

Presbyterian Church. The couple lives 
in Downington. ●
Chris Johnston, ’11, and Caitlin Takacs, 
’11, married July 26, 2014, at St. 
Anselm Church in Swissvale. Members 
of the bridal party included SRU 
graduates Emma (Wharrey) Spink, 
’11, Laura Yash, ’11, Jamie Weiland, ’10, 
Andy Lenz, ’11 and Tim Haas, ’12. A 
honeymoon in Punta Cana, Dominican 
Republic, followed the wedding. The 
couple lives in Pittsburgh. ●
Jessica Rupell, ’09, married Kurt Siso 
April 25, 2014, in Collegeville. The 
couple lives in Phoenixville, Pa. ●

Birth and 
Adoptions
Angela (Burrelli) Beeman, ’06, and 
husband Trent Beeman welcomed 
their first child, Adriana Luisa, born 
July 2, 2014. She weighed 8 pounds  
15 ounces and was 20 inches long. 
The family lives in Alexandria, Va. ●
Mallory (Neubert) Kercher, ’08, and 
husband Glenn Kercher welcomed 
their second child, Olivia Grace, born 
Aug. 11, 2014. She weighed 7 pounds 
9 ounces and was 19 inches long. Big 
brother Owen turned 2 in December. 
The family lives in Reading. ●
Julie Gabriel Miller, ’00, and her 
husband welcomed their son, Luke 
Gabriel Miller, born July 4, 2014. He 
weighed 7 pounds 8.3 ounces and 
was 18 1/2 inches long. The family 
lives in Columbus, Ohio. ●
Dawn (VanDyck) Strength, ’02, 
’04, and husband Matt Strength 
welcomed their son, Landon Matthew, 
born Feb. 18, 2014. He weighed 8 
pounds 5 ounces and was 21 inches 
long. The family lives in Huntersville, 
N.C. ●
Lukas and Anna Toth, ’08, welcomed 
their third child, Gavin, born Sept. 17, 
2014. He joins sisters Olivia, born  
Sept 3, 2009, and Penelope, born  
Sept. 3, 2012.

Adam Stillwaggon, ’13, ’14, and 
Carly Hazy Stillwaggon, ’10, 
welcomed their daughter, Vera Mae 
Stillwaggon, born Sept. 11, 2014. She 
weighed 6 pounds 11 ounces. ●
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Cheryl Norton, Slippery Rock University president, and her husband Henry 
have created the Norton Undergraduate Research Scholarship to support 
student research and promote the relationship between one’s ability to ask 
the right questions and one’s success throughout life.

“One of the things we know about education is you’re never too old to stop learning, and 
more importantly, we do know that many of the jobs our students will be taking in the next five, 
10 and 20 years haven’t even been invented yet,” Norton said.

“As a result, there is no such thing anymore as training for a particular position that you’re 
going to have for a lifetime,” she said. “We continue to evolve and 

mature in workforce development, which means our job is not 
just to give students basic, fundamental knowledge – what 

I call walking around knowledge that people can take 
with them – but to give them that ability to ask questions, 
to solve problems, because they’re going to have to be 
dealing with issues that we don’t even know.” 

Zoey Prokopiak, a physics major from Grove City, and 
Melanie Seymour, a psychology major from Spring, Texas, 
are the first students to have been chosen as recipients of 

the Norton Undergraduate Research Scholarship. 
“I am proud to receive the Nortons’ support. 
I also must admit that I was surprised, as 

my research focuses on a controversial 
but under-examined topic,” Seymour said.

Seymour’s project, “Health Behaviors 
of Minorities within Minority Groups: 
The Role of Gender Identity and 
Sexual Identity,” focuses on the 
body image and health behaviors 
of persons who identify as 
transgender, a subgroup within the 
LGBT community.

Seymour’s findings were 
unexpected: the overall 
indications were that gender-
reassignment surgery had a 
positive effect on body image. 

“It appears that surgery 
provides a protective factor 

intellectual curiosity
thirst for discovery

outlet for creativity
intellectual curiosity

thirst for discovery
intellectual curiosity

outlet for creativity

undergraduate research

Norton Scholarship 
supports 

FIRST RECIPIENTS: (from left) Melanie 
Seymour, a psychology major from 
Spring Hill, Texas, and Zoey Prokopiak, 
a physics major from Grove City, 
are the first recipients of the Norton 
Undergraduate Research Scholarship. 
They met recently with Henry Norton 
and SRU President Cheryl Norton. 
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because the person feels more identity secure,” Seymour explained.
Seymour presented her research at the 2014 Gender Development 

Research Conference, an academic conference that took place in San 
Francisco in October. 

For Prokopiak, her study of the brain activity of children of 
women who used drugs while pregnant, led to a spot in the Research 
Experience for Undergraduates Program at the University of North 
Carolina. This experience, in turn, qualified her to present at the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

“The association is in charge of one of the leading scientific journals 
in the world, known simply as Science,” Prokopiak said. “I participated 
in its poster competition conference in Chicago and won first place in 
the molecular and cellular biology category. This was a huge, huge 
thing. It put my name in Science. 
While not as huge as getting a 
publication in the journal, it is my 
greatest accomplishment as an 
undergraduate.”  

She said the Nortons’ support 
helped with her ability to afford 
college.

“The beauty of this is that the 
scholarship enabled me to work 
on my research,” she said. “I am 
an independent student and have 
worked my entire way through my 
college career, on top of a full-time 
class schedule and research. Having the Nortons’ support makes 
not just my research possible, but it eases my schedule so I can 
contribute more to my research and my classes. This is, of course, 
tremendously important to me.”

Norton said student research fosters maturity and helps prepare 
students for the next step in life, especially with graduate school and 
careers becoming diversified. 

“I see undergraduate research, or research at any level, as one 
of the primary ways students learn to identify a potential problem 
and address a potential solution to the problem,” President Norton 
said. “So to me, one of the best benefits of research is it develops 
students’ abilities, which they can transfer to many other areas of 
knowledge in their lives.”

For Seymour, who would like to pursue a graduate degree in 
gender studies or sexuality studies and one day become a professor 
at the university level, the opportunity to work with faculty 
and present research at a major academic conference has been 
invaluable. 

“Through my research, I have built relationships with my professors 
that I cannot put into words,” Seymour said. “It is more of a family than 
anything else at this point. I go to them just to tell them how my day is. 
The type of bond you form with professors when working together on 
research is unique – I truly don’t believe you can form that kind of bond 
with professors any other way.” 

Prokopiak plans to pursue a Ph.D. in biophysics and has gained 
admission to doctoral programs at Cornell University, Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute and the University of North Carolina. 

“Wherever I end up, I will be pursuing a Ph.D. in biophysics,” Prokopiak 
said. “I would not have been able to get there without a number of 
people along the way, but the beginning is rooted in SRU’s personal 
atmosphere and the willingness of its professors to work with students 

on undergraduate research.” 
By providing funds for the scholarship, 

the Nortons said they hope other donors 
will be inspired to launch a scholarship of 
their own or support an existing one.

“We need more scholarship dollars 
to help more recipients. I hope our 
scholarship is contagious,” Norton said. “I 
hope people will see that undergraduate 
research is an investment in the future. 
This kind of scholarship will give 
students front leverage that they need 
to continue a line of inquiry that they 
otherwise may not be able to afford 

given the cost of higher education.” 
SRU offers opportunities for students in all academic disciplines to 

conduct research, especially during its annual research symposium. 
Working with faculty, students have conducted research in such areas as:

●  Heart attacks during deer season
●  Alligator embryos
●  Afro-Columbian dance and Caribbean culture
●  The Milky Way
●  Geology at Badlands National Park
●  Music technology
●  Status of women in Ghana, Africa
●  Robotics
●  Super computers
●  Theatre costume history
●  Plot points in children’s books
●  Liquid crystals and Blu-ray disc technology
●  Behavior of cichlid fish
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I see undergraduate research, or research 
at any level, as one of the primary ways 
students learn to identify a potential problem 
and address a potential solution to the 
problem. So to me, one of the best benefits 
of research is it develops students’ abilities, 
which they can transfer to many other areas 
of knowledge in their lives.
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Former Slippery Rock University baseball standout and 
current St. Louis Cardinals first baseman Matt Adams had his 
college jersey retired Feb. 7 in an invitation only ceremony that 
included his family, friends, former teammates, Rock baseball 
alums and SRU administrators.

The ceremony included a social hour and reception sponsored by DuraEdge, 
followed by a formal dinner and jersey retirement ceremony sponsored by 
Shaw Sports Turf.

Adams’ No. 25 Slippery Rock jersey is the first baseball jersey and number 
to be officially retired by the program.

Slippery Rock baseball coach Jeff Messer, president Cheryl Norton and 
St. Louis Cardinals regional scout Brian Hopkins, who played a key role in the 
Cardinals’ drafting of Adams in 2009, all spoke at the ceremony before Paul 
Lueken, director of athletics, presented Adams with his framed jersey.

Adams, who took time off preparing for the upcoming Cardinals’ spring 
training and was coming off a whirlwind offseason that included marrying his 
wife Carina just a month earlier, then took the podium to thank Slippery Rock 
University for helping him get to where he is today.

“I just want to thank everyone that came out tonight,” said Adams. “This is 
a great honor for me, my wife and my family. There are a lot of great players 
and great people that wore the Slippery Rock jersey and it means so much 
to us to be honored in this way. None of this would be possible without my 

SRU retires  
Adam’s jersey

Matt Adams3
SLIPPERY ROCK UNIVERSITY 

WELCOMES BACK TO CAMPUS
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family, who taught me how to respect and treat people the way you 
want to be respected. I also want to thank coach Messer and my former 
teammates for giving me a home here at The Rock.”

In addition to many former teammates and alums in attendance, 
Adams also made special note of longtime hitting coach Justin Hazelton, 
who made the trip with his son to be at the ceremony.

“I want to thank Justin Hazelton for being here tonight,” said Adams. 
“He has been coaching me on how to hit since I could barely walk and it 
means a lot that he came out tonight.”

Adams starred at Slippery Rock from 2007-
09, appearing in 137 games and batting .454 
with 133 runs scored, 27 home runs and 148 RBI. 
He led The Rock to a record of 96-55 during his 

tenure, and is SRU’s all-time leader in batting 
average (.454), slugging 
percentage (.746) and 
on-base percentage 
(.525).
During his collegiate 

career, Adams was a 
three-time first team All-
Pennsylvania State Athletic 
Conference selection, the 
2007 PSAC-West Rookie of 
the Year, the 2009 PSAC-West Player of the Year 

and a three-time All-America selection. He was 
named the 2009 NCAA Division II Player of the Year 

after winning the batting title by posting the highest 
average in the nation at .495.

After being drafted by the Cardinals with the 699th pick of the 23rd 
round in the 2009 Major League Baseball First-Year Player Draft, 
Adams spent parts of three seasons in the Cardinals’ minor league 
system before being called up to the Major League roster in 2012.

Since joining the Cardinals, Adams has played in 277 games over 
three seasons, hitting 34 home runs to go with 132 RBI, a .283 batting 
average and a .788 OPS. As a major leaguer, Adams has helped the 
Cardinals to two Central Division championships, one National League 
Pennant and was a starter in the 2013 World Series.

“It’s not often that you get that kind of talent 
to come to a place like Slippery Rock,” said 
Messer. “Matt believed in our program from 
day one and we were very fortunate to have 
him choose Slippery Rock to play his college 
ball. We couldn’t be more proud of the man 
he has become on and off the field and the 
great representative he has become for our 
University and baseball program.”

Adams’ ability to be a role model was on 
display during the ceremony when Hopkins, 
who played a major role in scouting Adams to 
be drafted by the Cardinals, took the podium to 
share a comical story about his children who 
have become big Matt Adams fans.

“We couldn’t get my son to brush his teeth before bed without 
throwing a fit,” joked Hopkins. “One night, I told him that Matt Adams 
loves to brush his teeth before bed. Now, he brushes his teeth every 
night so that he can be like Matt.”

 

“
”

Matt believed in our program 
from day one and we were 
very fortunate to have him 
choose Slippery Rock to play 
his college ball. We couldn’t be 
more proud of the man he has 
become on and off the field and 
the great representative he has 
become for our University and 
baseball program.
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CONTE 

Former Slippery Rock University baseball 
player and 1998 graduate Christian Conte 
has come a long way since transferring to 
The Rock from Virginia Tech in 1995.

The 1996 Rock baseball media guide 
describes Conte, then a sophomore in his first 
season with the program as having “unlimited 
potential and the ability to be a top player in 
the Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference 
once he learns to relax.”

Seeing Conte in his current role as one of 
the co-stars of SPIKE TV’s “Coaching Bad,” 
makes it nearly impossible to imagine him 
being out of control, lacking patience or not 
being able to relax.

Conte made his national television debut 
Feb. 8 alongside former NFL linebacker Ray 

Lewis. The show can be 
seen Sunday nights on 

SPIKE TV.
The show pairs 
Lewis, former star 

of the 

teaching, everyone is teaching someone” says 
Conte. “But don’t take that to mean you can’t 
be passionate. There’s a difference between 
speaking passionately and belittling people.”

Conte earned his chance at being on the show 
by building a successful career as a professor, 
lecturer, motivational speaker and anger 
management specialist.

After playing 
baseball for three 
years at The Rock 
and graduating, 
Conte went 
on to earn his 
master’s degree in 
community agency 
counseling from 
California University 
(Pa.) in 2000 and his 
Ph.D. in counselor 
education and supervision from Duquesne 
University in 2005. His doctorate degree focused 
on crisis intervention and management.

Conte moved to Nevada after finishing his 
doctorate and became an associate professor at 
the University of Nevada, Reno.

While working in Nevada, he co-founded a 
center in South Lake Tahoe, California, to work 
with people that were convicted of violent 
crimes. He recently continued that work 
with inmates at the maximum security State 
Correctional Institution in Fayette when he 
relocated to western Pennsylvania with his wife 
and daughters.

Conte is the creator of “Yield Theory,” 
which he describes as a powerful approach to 
combining radical compassion with conscious 
education. He is a also a published author and 
noted public speaker, offering lectures on 
communication and leadership in addition to 
anger management and yield theory.

With hundreds of people that have been 
helped by Conte’s motivational and patient 
demeanor, it seems he has come a long way 
from the sophomore at Slippery Rock that 
needed to “learn how to relax.”

Baltimore Ravens and current NFL analyst, 
with Conte in an effort to change the ways of 
coaches with anger management issues.

The SPIKE TV show features nine coaches 
who have recognized that they need to change 
their combative ways if they want to continue 
coaching. The coaches, who come from a 
variety of different sports from all around 
the country, move into a Coaching Center 
in Los Angeles for intense retraining and 
reconditioning for eight weeks.

Conte did not know Lewis before they began 
working on the show together, but he says 
they have become good friends through the 
common goal of educating people to be better 
leaders and coaches.

“We are both alpha males and that can 
sometimes be an issue,” says Conte. “But it’s 
not a problem with us because our mission is 
the exact same.”

Conte, who earned his undergraduate 
degree in psychology from Slippery Rock in 
1998, specializes in anger management.

“This is what I specialize in — I have to be a 
source of peace for people,” said Conte. “I do a 
lot of what I call ‘conscious education,’ trying 
to expand people’s awareness. Part of that 
awareness is recognition that this is a problem. 
A lot of people minimize what they do when 
they’re angry — ‘Well, I didn’t mean that’ — but 
comments they make will stay with players 
for their entire lives. When you’re working with 
children, there is a responsibility to recognize 

that you’re imprinting on them.”
One of the big focuses of 
the show, Conte says, is on 

the power of language and 
words. 

“My number one 
message is this: Be 

mindful that your 
actions are felt for a 

lifetime. We are all 
teaching: parents 

are teaching, 
coaches are 

SPIKES 
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Paul Johnson, ’66,  
chemistry professor, 
Duquesne University 
DAY JOB: I teach organic chemistry to 350 
sophomores at Duquesne University. My 
classes are composed mainly of students 
who will ultimately become pharmacists, 
physical therapists, biologists and physicians. 

BACKGROUND: I received a bachelor’s 
degree in chemistry from SRU in 1966, 
when it was then called Slippery Rock State 
College. I moved on to Duquesne where 
I received my doctorate before spending 
three years doing post-doctoral research at 
Cornell University. I returned to Pittsburgh 
in 1975 where I began my teaching career 
at various community colleges before 
receiving my position at Duquesne.

INFLUENCE OF SRU: Slippery Rock 
University provided me with an outstanding 
education. I discovered my ability to 
learn new skills and what I was able to 
accomplish in chemistry. Because of the 
encouragement from outstanding faculty, 
I gained the confidence in my potential 
for succeeding in graduate school. I am 
currently on the advisory board of the 
chemistry department at SRU, and I also 
sponsor scholarships for deserving 
undergraduate chemistry majors.  
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